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GYROTRON GUN STUDY PROGRAMI

1 lINTRODUCTION

This final report describes the results of a gyrotron gun study performed

by B-K Dynamics for the Naval Research Laboratory under Contract No. N00173-

79-C-0312.

The purpose of the program was to explore new gyrotron gun configurations and

to design a low velocity spread replacement gun for the NRL 35 GHz gyro-TNT.

The specific beam forming techniques which were studied were magnetic field

reversal, transverse magnetic field kicker, and single anode (diode-like)

Magnetron Injection Guns (MIGs). This report contains a summary of our work

in each of these areas as well as a description of the new MIG design for

the gyro-TWT.

Gyrotron oscillators and amplifiers require an entirely different type of

electron gun design than those normally used in conventional tube designs.

The Ideal beam must not only have the proper geometry to maximize the rf

interaction with the selected waveguide circuit mode, but also, for maximum

efficiency, there are two additional requirements: 1) the transverse velocity

of the electrons must exceed the longitudinal velocity by a typical factor

of 1.5 to 2 (intermixed helical electron trajectories are allowed); and 2)

the spread in the longitudinal velocities must be small (on the order of

10-20% for oscillators, 2-5% for amplifiers).

Several methods for producing gyrotron beams have been Investigated, and

most likely different approaches will be necessary for differing power

levels and velocity spread requirements.
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1.1 HISTORY OF BYROTRON GUN DESIGN

istorically, several bean formation schemes were proposed and tried by

researchers investigating cyclotron wave interactions In the 1960's. In

the U.S., Chow and Pentell (1960) first used a magnetically shielded,

off-axis Pierce gun to produce a beam with helical electron trajectories.

They also used a ring cathode version of the same approach. Wingerson

(1961) proposad the use of a bifilar helix to act as a transverse parametric
S

pimp on an axial pencil beam with subsequent magnetic compression to achieve

high transverse velocities. Hirshfield, et al. (1965) used this technique

in soe of the first truly definitive gyrotron experiments.
S

Both of these beam generation schemes, as well as a related tilted-Pierce-

gun scheme described by Korolev and Kurin (U.S.S.R. 1970), are based on

* mapetically-shielded, space-charge limited guns with the subsequent addition

of the transverse velocity component In the beam. There has been a renewed

interest recently in this general approach due to the desire to find ways to

Sutilize standard gun technology and to achieve lower longitudinal velocity

spreads.*

The high power gyrotron successes to date, however, have been achieved
4y

with modified magetron injection gUas (NBs). These guns we first

tried experimetally in the U.S. by Dickerson and Johnsen (1964) and

were wed by schrtemr and mo (19f) to proddce a relatively high

rCyclotron w ie me. m1psme, atcil. (IM) fitst tVart the

m of this type pm istme Soviet UnioendWssequmt work 1W Soviet

rmeswefs d ms tm at I s ade has bas afto v (wee ppehdix A).

*bNo onero Ibo jjujjjrii o i" astiwly Wftq pissd $tm IN A
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1.2 CURRENT GUN DESIGN APPROACHES AND PROBLEMS

Typical design practice is to generate hollow electron beams using temper-

ature limited MIGs in which the transverse velocities are deliberately

enhanced and controlled. (This design approach differs sharply from the

early space-charge limited MI(s described by Kino and Taylor (1962) and

Dryden (1962) in which one of the design goals was the elimination of

transverse velocities.) Control of the longitudinal velocity spread in

the beam is one of the difficult problems in the design of gyrotron guns.

The three primary sources of velocity spread (both transverse and longitud-

inal) in a MIS-type, temperature-limited gyrotron gun are: 1) electron

ray optics, 2) cathode thermal velocities, and 3) cathode roughness. In

the ray optics case, longitudinal velocity spread arises from the spatial

differences in the electron ray trajectories which originate at different

points along the cathode. This includes trajectory space-charge effects

in the beam. In the other two cases, velocity spread is the result of a

* spread in the initial velocities at the cathode.

1.3 REPORT OUTLINE

I# The order of presentation in this report is as follows. Section II gives a

description of a new set of adiabatic MIG design trade-off equations which

can be used with highly tilted cathodes to obtain a starting point for com-

* puter simulation and optimization. Section III then provides the details of

the new single anode MIS design for the NRL 35 6Hz gyro-TlT. Section IV gives

the results of magnetic field reversal studies and some new analysis on a

-3-
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I'
transverse magnetic field kicker scheme which looks very promising for low

. velocity spread, variable velocity ratio experiments. Finally, Section V

presents conclusions and recommendations resulting from this gun design

study.

Three appendices are included which give: (A) a very illuminating over-

view of Soviet MIG research in the past fifteen years, (B) the derivation

and application of gun design equations related to conservation of angular

momentum, and (C) a detailed discussion of the derivation of the gun design

trade-off equations in Section 1I.

:,I

:i4.
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I. EXPANDED THEORY OF M4AGNETRON INJECTION GUNS (NIGS) FOR GYROTON
APPLICATIONS

Previous reports* have dealt with many aspects of the theory of adiabatic

NIG design. In this report, we present an expanded view of this subject with

two important additions. The first is an approximate theory which permits

design trade-off calculations on guns with large cathode tilt angles. The

second is the addition of equations which give an estimate of the velocity

spreading in the beam due to cathode temperature and surface roughness.

By way of introduction, we reemphasize here that present-day gyrotron gun

g design procedure relies heavily on accurate computer simulation of the

helical trajectories in the relative complex electron beam. The design

optimization procedure is one of synthesis-by-computer-analysis, i.e.,

an iterative "cut and try* approach in which one hopes to be able to con-

verge from an initial "testw design to a final optimized design which

meets desired performance specifications. The computer simulations them-

Ir selves, however, give very little insight into the basic physical principles

of MIG design. Lack of a clear phenomenological model can result In

slow convergence and great inefficiency and frustration in the design

* process unless one is able to determine a suitable initial gun design from

which optimization can proceed via simulation. The adiabatic design trade-

off equations developed here provide a physical basis for selecting an

* initial gun design provided the resulting beam flow is reasonably adiabatic

They are derived from the basic equations of motion of spiraling electrons

in static electric and magnetic fields under the assumption of adiabatic

II beam flow from the cathode to the rf Interaction region.

* Baird and AMboss, 1978, and Baird and Attard, 1981

I --



In practice, it has been found that the adiabatic assumption is sufficiently

Justified for most gun designs to provide a reasonable starting point for

computer simulations. The final optimal gun design resulting from the

simulation -- which includes both adiabatic and non-adiabatic processes --

may or may not be adiabatic. In some cases it may even be advantageous to

use non-adiabatic effects to enhance transverse beam velocities. At the

present stage of theoretical development, however, we know of no comprehen-

* sive analytical theory which permits direct design using weakly non-adia-

batic effects, and therefore those effects are not included in the design

trade-off equations presented here.

I
Another factor which can also have significant effects on the final NIB

design, and which is also not included explicitly in the design trade-off

equations, is space charge. Although the equations do provide an estimate

of when space charge effects become serious, space charge effects are

most easily determined by accurate computer simulation.

The remainder of this Section gives a discussion of the background and use

of the design trade-off equations, which are summarized in Table 1(a) with

the definition of terms in Table I(b). A more comprehensive derivation of

the equations is given in Appendices B and C.

2.1 DESI6N TRADE-OFF EQUATIONS

wen adiabatic beam flow is assumed throughout the bemforming system (i.e.,

the magnetic moment of the spiraling electrons is conserved), it has been

found that most of the design parameters in the cathode region of the gun

* can be written as a simple power function of the cathode radius times a

* -6-
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TABLE In

Design Trade-off Equations for Adiabatic Gyrotron NIGs

zC C 0 0Cd

. Y2CE 8 1 Cdcos+6)E

a 0 C*

6. (_)1 '- L

3. y d 1/2 [0.4F C84

, vL)R

Sb. +r~c:( ~w,.

St) -7-ECS(#c+'B
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TABLE Ib

Definition of Table Ia Variables (mks units)

rc  a Mean cathode radius

Bzc U Longitudinal magnetic field at the cathode

Bo  a Magnetic field in rf interaction region

bo  - Final beam guiding center radius (central electrons)

ao  a Final cyclotron radius of electrons - VLo/oc

Ec Z Surface electric field at midpoint of cathode

Y o a* Final beam relativistic mass ratio- m/mo

Lo Final beam transverse velocity

4c a Cathode angle with respect to axis (positive)Fa - Magnetic field angle WRT axis at cathode (negative for convergingfield)

d U Cathode-anode spacing measured normal to cathode

- Number of Larmour radii across cathode-anode gap (can be adjusted
for any desired anode voltage)

Va  a First anode voltage

10 - Total beam current

(1o/IL) - Ratio of bern current to space-charge limited Langmuir current

- Cathode surface current density

S 2  a Cylindrical diode geometry function (tabulated in Appendix C,.
Table CII). The argument of this function is (1 + Cd cOSgc).

(Avi/v T) Standard deviation of transverse velocity spread in beam due to
T initial thermal velocities

kTc/mo B Doltzmann's constant x cathode temperature/electron mass

(Av±/v.) - Standard deviation of transverse velocity spread in beam due to
cathode roughness

R a Characteristic roughness height of cathode (radius of hemispherical
bump on cathode surface)

- let/m - charge to mass ratio of electrons.

(Is/rc) - Ratio of slant length of cathode to man radius

4
-
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constant which depends only on selected design parameters. Once the con-

stants are calculated, therefore, a system of equations results which permits

a rapid determination of the alternative adiabatic gun configurations which

will produce the desired electron beam. The equations quickly indicate

the ranges of cathode radius rc which, under adiabatic conditions, will

produce acceptable design values.

The primary physical limitations that constrain permissible values of rc

have been found to result from equations 2 and S in Table I. Equation 2

gives a lower bound on rc due to the fact that the maximum permissible

electric field at the cathode, Ec(max), must typically remain below 80 to

100 kV/cm) to prevent arcing in the gun. Thus

rc(min) - [CE/EC(mx)]/3

Equation 5, on the other hand, gives a very sharply limited upper bound

rc(max) depending on the maximum acceptable value of (Uo/L). Thus

rc(max) a 1(o/L)max/CL]3/ S

The 1/5 power exponent assures that rc(max) is relatively insensitive to most

numerical changes in the Initial design parameters. Thus, it is of little

consequence that: a) the maximum value of CL is only an estimate; and b) the

maximum permissible value of (o/IL) is somehat a matter of intuition

until computer simulations of the gun are carried out. The fixed upper

limit on the cathode size becomas a severe problem for temperature-limited

NIGs in the high power, high voltage regime because rc(min) can exceed

rc(max) in which case no design region exists.

e-9-
iI



With these preliminary observations on the overall use of the equations,

we now focus on each equation individually to describe its meanitg and

limitations.

1. Nagnetic Field at the Cathode, Be

Of all the equations in Table I, Equation 1

52 ac (1)2_

is unique because it is the one major equation in the table which does not

rely on the adiabatic assumption, and therefore has fundamental importance

in a wide variety of gyrotron beam synthesis work. The equation comes

from the conservation of angular momentum and to our knowledge was first

published in this for* by Baird and Amboss (1978). Appendix B of this
S report gives a now derivation of this equation which provides additional

insight into its meaning and applications. The derivation relies only on

the assumptions that the static electric and magnetic fields in the beam

forming system are azimuthally symetric, that thermal velocities can be

neglected, and that the magnetic field can be represented by

87" B" By/
B V. xA .) Zg Ij

'\ -? ,z \ r, eJ

Although this latter approximation is usually thought of as an axial one in

which Br (< z, it can be shown (see Appendix B) that the equation also applies

In the limit where Sz has a sharp step functioning variation corresponding to

a narrow cusp function (or delta function) in Br. Equation 1, therefore,

* The Initial publication contained a factor ofywhich was In error.

* ..... ..- .... - -



is valid for a wide range of gyrotron gun problems including the non-adiabatic

cases where stepped magnetic fields are used to generate transverse velocity
~in the beam.

For example, if Bzc - -Bzo and rc - ao . Equation I gives the field reversal

conditions under which a thin annular beam with no transverse velocity

becomes a hollow rotating beam which is spiraling uniformly about the z axis.

Also note that if Bzc - o (i.e., a magnetically shielded cathode with a sub-

sequent application of a magnetic field), then Equation 1 requires bo - ao

so that all of the cyclotron orbits pass through the r - o axis, i.e., z axis.

This is one mechanism which produces scalloping in conventional focused beams.

For ring cathodes in a magnetic field such as those used in gyrotron

NI~s, Equation 1 gives an extremely simple and important design relationship

between cathode radius and cathode magnetic field. This equation holds

for cylindrica11 sysoetric beam forming systems regardless of beam acceler-

ation %nd compression, and regardless of non-adiabatic effects. Note that

the relationship betwen rc and Bzc is fixed once the desired beam geometry

and magnetic field in the rf interaction region are fixed. Thus Equation 1

can be used as a design trade-off relationship in determining the size of

the cathode required. The right hand side of Equation Iis designated as

the lesign constant CB as shown.

It should be noted here that even though the correct values for Izc and rc

* are utilized in a given gun design, Equation 1 does not quarantee that the

desired values of b0 and ao will be attained. Once zc, rc, and So are

fixed, there is a linear relationship between b0 and so which satisfies

the equation. The exact values of bo and ao achieved will depend on how

the beam is formed at the cathode and transmitted to the interectirtn region.

t -11-
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Equation 1 does guarantee, however, that if the wrong values of Bzc and rc

are used In a gun design, then the desired values of b0 and ao will not

be simultaneously achievable.

In practice, if Equation 1 is satisfied and if the diameter is sufficiently

large that b2 > a2 , then the desired value of bo will be attained to a close
0 0

approximation regardless of the value of ao . However, the velocity ratio

(9- v±/v2) which depends on the value of ao, can have a wide variation.

Control of the velocity ratio and, in particular, the spread in the velocities,

(Av/v), is the principal challenge in gyrotron gun design.

2. Electric Field at the Cathode. E,

Equation 2 In Table I

3 T.Vo CE (2)
Ecr' C

C cE

is the direct result of the application of the adiabatic invariance of the

magnetic moment. If one specifies that the initial transverse velocity at

the cathoded Is given by EcsinGEB/Bc, which comes from (E B)/B2, then

the equation shown results from equating the value of the magnetic moment

at the cathode to its value in the rf interaction region.

In equation 2, we have used the constant CB (Equation 1) to eliminate Bc to

get a trade-off relationship betwen Ec and rc. The angles shown in the

equation are $k which is the positive angle between the cathode and the

axis (i.e., the cathode tilt angle), and the magnetic field angle Og

(assumed small) which is the signed angle between the magnetic flux at the

cathode and the gun axis. In this formulation, a negative angle represents

a magnetic field converging toward the rf interaction region.

-12-



Equation 2 shows that for a specified beam geometry (CE constant), that

the effect of increasing the cathode radius is a rapid reduction in the

required electric field at the cathode (Ec- rc' 3). As will be seen, this

strong functional relationship gives the primary contribution to the absolute

upper limit of rc which was previously described and which becomes evident

in Equation S. Equation 2 is the basis for the lower bound on the cathode

radius. If we insert the maximum permissible cathode field Ecmax into the

equation and solve for the cathode radius, the result is
S

rc(Min) - [CEIEc(fMax)1J1/3

Any attempt to reduce tie cathode radius below this value will result in

excessive cathode fields. Alternately, once the cathode radius if fixed, any

attempt to reduce the electric field at the cathode (for example by lowering

the first anode voltage) will result In a low value for the transverse veloc-

ity in the interaction region. The exception to the above constraints is

the case of a non-adiabatic gun in which the beam transverse velocity Is
S

changed (either increased or decreased with respect to the adiabatic value)

as the beam passes through the non-adiabatic region(s) of the gun. As

previously noted, such non-adiabatic design cases do exist and need to be

further explored in order to find a systemtic method for taking advantage of

these effects to permit greater flexibility in design than allowed by the

adiabatic design conditions.
£

3. Anode-Cathode Gap Spacing. d

Equation 3 in Table I relates the anode-cathode gap spacing d to the design
e

geometry of the beam through the use of an arbitrary design factor .

t -13-
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d nc- Cd (3)

lsically, this equation arises from the recognition that the gap spacing

mIt be at eat twice the radius of the cyclotron radius ac at the cathode,
sinco 2 ac is approxitel~y the height that the beam rises above the cathode,

(esttitd from ploan r gemery relationships). We have therefore elected

to mth the gap spacng proportional to the cyclotron radius at the cathode

with C as the proportionality constant selected by the designer (d - Cac).S
- liWhen this is evaluated using ac - Vjc/o€ and Equations I and 2 ape used to

elimnate Bc and 9c, the result is a simple staling of the anode- .ethde gap

in proportion to the cathode radius.*

in practice, one caD U the arbitray design paraeter ; to adjust the volt-

age a* the first anok to any desired le1. Practical values of C usually

I lie betm 3 and 10 although larger values can occur fOr single anode

designs in wkich the full hem voltago is applid to the first ao.

4. First MM Volga. U~

In grneral NIB desigis tille camtally tape cathode and electrode sr-

faes. The conical she" provides t astal coMaust of the electric field

* sdk accelerats to be" Oft of the cathof r ism of the VA. whn

the cathode "tilt" aingl (#) with respect to ta a as is iall, it

ts sffilemt to s co iAl electrode ther to derMse the nee radius

* ami voltage rAtch proides the desirad e640c fiel4 at t at#d.

T iaftt& ~tel cautdW4fttI~ hving to do W "Wit ~e S P M 95 *Mvm,,

which mAkes it distilsle t e lrelM CAt tilt es. tstfwing (197)

* aid muiloaod iTsii aInd) have she( ) himt oy tiltol the caOtd to



a sufficiently large angle, laminar flow behavior can be achieved in gyro-

tron guns. Laminar flow has the important effect of causing cancellation

of velocity spreading forces due to space charge in the highly rippled

beam formed by the MIG. Thus, cathode tilt angles of 150 to 450 can be

beneficial in high space-charge gun designs. For the designer, this creates

a new problem of estimating the anode voltage which will provide the required

electric field at the cathode of the highly tilted conical electrode system.

To assist in estimating the anode voltage, we have put some effort into

devising a method for including the effects of the cathode tilt angle into

the MIG design trade-off equations. The method discovered is surprisingly

simple, and, to date, has given results which are within a few percent of

values taken from computer simulations. Because the equations involved

are asymptotically correct at cathode angles of 0 and 90 degrees, we believe

that the resulting design trade-off equations can be used effectively to

synthesize first order MIG designs (at any cathode tilt angle) which are

suitable for the purpose of initializing a design simulation.

The solution to the problem was found by assuming that the electric field

at any point on the cathode is primarily determined by the surface curva-

ture of the cathode and by the approximate spacing to the nearest point on

the anode (assumed to occur at a point normal to the cathode surface). With

some effort it is possible to show that the radius of curvature on the

surface of a cone (measured with respect to the surface normal) is simply

the distance from the surface of the cone to the axis, as measured along

the direction normal to the surface. Thus, the effective radius of curvature

of a cathode with a tilt angle *c is given simply by r' rc/cos4c

as shown in Figure 1.

[-15



we continue the analysis by assuming that the first anode is formed by an

identical coaxial cone which is shifted along the axis sufficiently to make

the separation between the cathode and anode surface equal to d (again in

the direction normal to the cathode surface). Then, based on the original

assumption, the voltage on this anode is given approximately by coaxial

field theory in which the effective curvature of the cathode rc is used as

the inner radius and (rc + d) as the outer radius of the electrodes.

The results of this procedure have proven to be accurate within a few per-

cent in predicting the relationship between the anode Va and the cathode

electric field Ec in computer simulations of MIGs. The comparison has

been made at several cathode angles between 30 and 70 degrees Lad at various

cathode radii. Further evidence of the validity of the approximation over

a wide range of angles is the fact (noted above) that in the two limits

* *c - 0 and #c - 90 degrees, the equations relating voltage and electric

field approach the respective limiting equations for uniform coaxial

electrodes and planar electrodes.

Cater b

I Figure 1

Model for Effective Cathode Radius rl and Anode Sp cing d for
NIGS with Large Cathode Angle Tilts 4.I. --
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The resulting design trade-off equation for first anode voltage Va is given by

2 .CE Ln(l+CdC°S$)(4Varc " Cos#¢ cv  (4)

To obtain this equation, we have .used the two radii rc and (rc + d) in the

coaxial equation relating Ec and Va. We then used Equations 2 and 3 to

eliminate Ec and d and obtain the design trade-off equation shown.

In MIG design, it is not necessary to make the first anode voltage Va

equal to the final beam voltage. Many gyrotron MIG designs use two anodes

so that Va is at some intermediate voltage. In this case, the first anode

can be used as a control electrode to trim the beam performance or to modu-

late the beam. The minimum design voltage which can be used on the first

anode is that which begins to cause beam interception because the spacing

is too small.

When Va is less than the final beam voltage Vo , a second acceleration gap

must be designed into the gun. This second gap can sometimes produce

serious non-adiabatic effects in the beam flow and cause velocity spread

problems. These problems are most likely to occur when Va is much lower

than Vo or when strong lens effects are associated with the second accel-

eration gap. The best way to determine the magnitude of these effects is

through computer simulation.

S. Beam Current as a Fraction of the Limiting Langmuir Current (o/IL)

Equation 5 in Table I is basically intended to provide a measure of the

C- space-charge effects in a MIG design. The trade-off equation provides an

estimate of the temperature limited bown current 10 as a fraction of the

4Ma-



space-charge limited current IL which would exist in the absence of the

* magnetic field. The quantity (o/IL) is given by

II\5 213(1*CdCc)0
-14,66(10) 3/2 L2* C

where the function 0 2 (described in Appendix C, Table CII) has the argument

(l+CdcOs #c). To obtain this equation, we have used coaxial diode theory

Sin which we have again substituted the values of r and (r' + d) as the

inner and outer radii. We have been able to show (see Appendix C) that

when the cathode tilt angle is increased to 90 degrees that the resulting

equation is equivalent to the plannar diode case. It therefore appears

probable that the technique given here provides a reasonable estimate

for the Langmuir limiting current for all cathode tilt angles, although

g | this has never been verified by computer simulations.

The strong functional dependence (Io/IL)-rc5 comes about because IL varies

directly with Va3/2 and approximately inversly with d2  The result if

IL- Va3/2 d-2- rc3 rc-2 . r-5

This strong dependence makes (o/1L) very sensitive to increasing values of
I

rc and produces a sharply defined practical upper limit for rc, beyond which

severe space change effects are encountered.

* At best, the value of (o/ 1L) obtained from this method is only a rough esti-

mate. This is not only true because the magnetic field is neglected, but also

because only a narrow strip cathode is utilized in the gun. Experience

* has shown, however, that the value obtailed by Equation 5 does give a rather

effective Indicator of the onset of space-charge problems in NIS design.

-is-
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Once re is sufficiently large to make 1o/1L as large as 10-30%, no further

increase is possible without encountering severe space charge problems. As

previously noted, we can invert equation 5 to give the maximum rc as

rc(max) - [( o/JL)max/CLJ1/5

Thus rc(max) is very insensitive to adjustments in the numerical value of

(o/IL)max . To avoid space-charge problems, therefore, one should select

C a cathode radius size smaller than rc(max) if possible.

Two space-charge effects in adiabatic gyrotron MIGs force the maximum

permissible beam current to remain well below the space charge limit.

The first effect is one which is described by Gol'enberg and Patelim (1973)

In which the transverse velocity spread at the output of the gun increases

linearly with current. The effect is a direct result of electron trajec-
C

tories which cross and recross each other due to a low cathode angle. The

effect has been measured by Avdoshin, et al. (1973) and shows that beam

currents as low as 10 to 20% of IL can produce excessive velocity spreads.

Computer simulations of such beams also demonstrate this effect, (Baird

and Amboss, 1978). When a given MIG design uses a high angle cathode and

a laminar flow beam within the gun accelerator region, this space-charge

effect is greatly reduced.

The second space-charge effect is simply the depression of the electric

field at the cathode as the beam current begins to exceed 20 to 30% of the

Langmuir limit. Gyrotron NIGs operating at currents approaching 50% IL and

above require an entirely different design approach in which the self-con-

C., sistent space-charge flow equations are utilized and the gun electrode

j C -1__ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __-_ _ _ _



geometries whtich support the beam flow are synthesized in a self consistent

manner. As discussed in Appendix A, Manuilov and Tsimring (1979) have

described this procedure for temperature-limited gyrotron NIB design. The

theory Is an extension of that developed by Marker (1960-63) for space-charge

limited NIB design. Tsimring (1977) indicates that gyrotron NIS designs

have been built and tested in which the electric field at the cathode is

depressed (by space charge) to 50% of the field intensity in the absence of

space charge. There appears to be no reason why current levels approaching

the Langmuir limit cannot be achieved while still maintaining adequate

control of velocity spread for many applications. Computer codes which

will accomplish this type of gun synthesis are scheduled for development

at NRL in FY-82. For the present design trade-off analysis, however,

experience thus far has indicated that it is necessary for (o/IL)

to remain below 20-30%.

6. Velocity Spread Resulting from Cathode Temperature and Surface Roughness

Equations 6 and 7 from Table I are as follows:

IL L CT (6)

SL"2CoS(#c4) (7)

Equations 6 and 7 are derived from equations given by Tsitmring (1972) for the

initial transverse velocities at the cathode. Equation 6 pertains to the

initial transverse velocity arising from the cathode.

-20-
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temperature and equation 7 is derived from an analysis of transverse

velocities resulting from a small hemispherical bump on the cathode surface

(approximating surface roughness). Using these initial transverse velocities

as AVc and using the value of vLc a EcsinOEB/BC. we formed the ratio

(Av±c/vc) at the cathode. Under adiabatic flow conditions, this ratio

is a constant and therefore, these same transverse velocity spread ratios

are transmitted into the rf interaction region.

To use equations 6 and 7, one simply evaluates the design constants CT and

CR; when a suitable value for rc is determined, the equations give estimates

of the transverse velocity spread components resulting from temperature

Tc (degrees Kelvin) and cathode roughness R. These velocity spread sources

are statistically independent from the velocity spread resulting from

electron ray optics (&vL/v,)o which can be determined from the computer

simulations of the beam (including space-charge). Because they are statis-

tically independent, the statistical variances add and the three sources

of velocity spread combine as an RM4S average to provide the following

total standard deviation of perpendicular velocity in the Interaction

region.

2 2 21,2!, (&vLvl)tot.l1 (vL/vL)o + (Av.LvL)T + (A.v)'~

To get the final longitudinal velocity spread one uses the relationship

v/vzv £ ,

which results from the equation vo2 a Vz2 + v 2 when the total electron

velocity vo Is a constant. The variable cis the average transverse to

longitudinal velocity ratio.

.77777



7. Cathode Current In and Slant Length Is

Equations 8 in Table I simply state that 1o/Jc *cathode area; the key

parameter detemining power and current capacity of the gun design and also

a key parameter in controlling velocity spread of emitted electrons due to

the finite width of the cathode.

c (8a)
or; a 1 I a-I

lorc " c alternative iC

//c~ts) 2 . lo s tions MC
I (8b)

give alternate expressions for the relationships among cathode current, 1o,

cathode slant length Is, and cathode surface current density Jc. The cath-

ode radius rc in this case is assumed to be the mean radius of an annular

conical strip cathode. The slant length Is Is the surface width of the

annular cathode. We have elected to normalize the slant length of the

cathode to the cathode radius so that their relative geometries are preserved

in the gun as cathode radius Is changed in the design trade-off. Thus,

C Is/rc is treated as a single quantity. This choice may not be the most

desirable in some cases (for example when a constant width cathode is

desired) but one is free to rewrite equations 8 in alternative forms without

affecting the foregoing equations in Table I.

Equation 8(a) is written In a form which allows an estimation of the maxim.

power achievable In a NIG when the maximum cathode width (Us/rc)max is

-22-
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specified. Although large widths permit large currents and power, very

wide cathodes also increase velocity spread due to electron ray optics

(i.e., large differences in the path trajectories of electrons emanating

from different points along Is). Therefore one usually attempts to keep

(Is/rc) small, if possible, typically 70.3. Equation 8(b), alternatively,

is useful when one is designing to a specified power level and needs to

know the slant width of the cathode which will produce the desired value

of beam current. In each case, the desired value of cathode current density

is a specified constant of the design.

This concludes the description of the MIG design trade-off equations given
S

in Table I. Additional details on the derivation of the equations are given

in Appendices 8 and C. In the next section we describe the design of a

single anode NIG which started with the design trade-off equations and
S

proceeded through computer simulation and optimization to a final design.

2

S

S
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SECTION III

DESIGN OF A LOW VELOCITY SPREAD NIG

FOR THE ML 36 HZ 6130-TifT
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III. DESIGN OF A LOW VELOCITY SPREAD MIG FOR THE NRL 35 GHZ GYRO-TlT

NRL has conducted several experiments on 35 6Hz TE0 1 mode gyro-TWT amplifiers

over the past four years. Results were reported first by Seftor, et.al.

(1979) and most recently by Barnett, et.al. (1979-1981). The efficiencies

* of these amplifiers have ranged from a few percent to a high of 8%; the

shorter, lower gain amplifiers give the best efficiency performance.

All of these experiments utilized the same type MIG gun which was designed

by Seftor, Drobot, and Chu, (1979) at NRL. This gun has provided excellent

performance in gyronotron oscillators but, thus far, has not performed

well in amplifiers. Computer simulations indicate that the Seftor gun hasI
a velocity spread on the order of + 8%, but experimental rf results seem

to indicate a possibility of up to twice this value. Only a small amount

of direct measurement data has as yet been taken on the beam produced by

this gun and the results seem to indicate a very complex velocity spread

distribution with possibly two velocity components of widely differing

velocity spreads.*

In any case, it has become evident in the past two years that a new gun

design with a lower velocity spread is needed for gyro-TWT applications.

One of the purposes of this gun study program has been to provide such a

gun design and we report the results of this work in this section.

The major constraint on the new gun design was that it be a direct re-

placement for the existing Seftor gun. This will permit several of the

gyro-TWT experiments previously performed to be repeated In an effort to

document the anticipated efficiency Improvements resulting from the use

of a lower velocity spread NIB.

* Private comminication with Dr. Larry Barnett, ERL.
* *4-
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The beam design parameters for the Seftor gun are given in Table 11 along

with the changes/improvements which pertain to the low velocity spread MIB

design described in this section.

Table II

Seftor Design New Design
Parameters Values Values

Beam Voltage V0 - 70 kV Same

Current Io - 9A Same

Velocity Ratio V±/VZ - 1.5 Same

Guiding Center Radius bo - 0.252 cm Same

Larmor Radius a 0  0.052 cm Same

Interaction Nag. Field Bo - 12.96 kG Same

Cathode Nag. Field Bc 1860 G Same

Cathode Current Density 1) 4 A/cm2  10 A/cm2
Lc

Cathode Angle - 100 400

First Anode Voltage Va - 35 kV No Intermediate Anode

Long. Velocity Spread Avz/Vz - + 8% + 2.5 % Goal

I
As shown in Table 11, the velocity spread goal for the new gun design was

6 + 2.5 percent standard deviation. To accomplish this, the cathode of the new

gun was tilted to 400 to obtain a laminar flow beam, a single anode was used

to provide direct acceleration to full beam potential, and a narrower strip

cathode was utilized. All of these changes lead to diminished velocity

spread related to electron ray optics and space-charge effects. The negative

aspect of the design changes is the increased cathode current density which

Swas not deemed excessive for an experimental device and therefore a worth-

while price to pay for a low velocity spread performance.

The design proceeded by utilizing the adiabatic MIS trade-off equations given

in the previous Section 11 to determine the constants of design, and then the

-26-
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values of the gun variables were determined by setting the cathode radius

to 0.65 cm (sam as the Seftor Gun). The position of the anode with respect

to the cathode was adjusted to provide 70 kV (the full beam voltage) on

the first (and only) anode. The results of the new electrode shapes with

the Seftor gun electrode shapes superimposed, are shown in Figure 2.

The final electrode shapes shown in Fig 2 were determined by repeated

computer simulations of the electron trajectories (using the Hemannsfeldt

Code*) while successively making small changes in the anode and cathode

shapes. More than 50 computer simulation runs were required for this

procedure before a final design was achieved. The final electrode adjust-

ments were made to the radius of curvature on the cathode which had the

effect of changing the value of vic - EcsinQEB/Bc across the length

of the cathode. Plots of (6- v,./vz) versus ray number in the final

compressed beuu were used as the primary analysis tool for determining

the effects of changes.

The final results of this cut-and-try optimization procedure are shown in

Figures 3 and 4 which show an 8-ray beam simulation of the new gun and its a

plot. The final velocity spread in the longitudinal direction taken from

Figure 111-3 is less than + 0.5%. This is the electron ray optics contri-

bution to the total velocity spread and it includes the space-charge effects

of a 9 ampere beam current. When the beam current is reduced to smaller

* values, very little change in the velocity spread occurs.

In Figure 4, we have included the results from two non-optimized gun simu-

lations to illustrate the optimization process. One shows the results

* ermannsfelt (1973)
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obtained on the first simulation using the adiabatic design values. One

of the rays in this "first try" was reflected (a am), but the central

ray was close to the desired design value. The other plot shows an inter-

mediate result which was obtained prior to achieving the optimum design.

Note that 5 electron rays were used during the optimization process and that

the number of rays was increased to determine final beam performance.

Simulation of the temperature-limited gun was implemented by launching the

electron rays normal to the cathode surface with each ray carrying a current

proportional to the area on the cathode represented by the ray. Rays from

the two edges carried approximately 1/2 current. This procedure gives an

accurate simulation so long as there is a minimal depression of the electric

field at the cathode due to space charge; i.e., so long as (o/L) is small.

Note in Figure 3 that a plot of the magnetic field is superimposed over the

C gun simulation. The cathode is placed in a flat magnetic field region designed

into the superconducting solenoid at NRL. A trim coil in the solenoid permits

the magnetic field in the cathode region to be adjusted experimentally.

Determination of the sensitivities of the gun to: (a) the axial position

of the cathode with respect to the magnetic field and (b) to the adjustment

of the field in the cathode region are of primary importance for experi-

mental purposes. These sensitivities were obtained by computer simulation

as shown in Figure 5. Note that the permitted variation In longitudinal

position of the cathode is about 0.5 cm, over which distance reasonably

low velocity spreads and the proper velocity ratio are maintained. The

vertical bars in the plots show the extent of the spread for the simulation

run, and the dots and the numerical percentages give the average velocity ratio

and the longitudinal velocity spread respectively.

-30-
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The data in Figure 5 can be re-plotted as a function of the cathode

magnetic field to reveal more clearly the sensitivity of velocity ratio

to this experimental parameter. The result is shown in Figure 6.

When da/dBz is calculated from adiabatic beam flow, the slopes of the theo-

* retical sensitivity lines shown in Figure 6 are obtained. The simulation

results show a good fit to adiabatic theory.

The final experimental parameter sensitivity which needs to be determined isI

that of beam voltage. Figure 7 gives the results of a plot of versus

voltage. An adiabatic, non-relativistic theoretical sensitivity is shown

in this figure also. The theoretical result fits the data reasonably well.

Note that voltage and magnetic field adjustments can make substantial changes

in without introducing excessive velocity spread.

EFFECTS OF CATHODE TEMPERATURE AND SURFACE ROUGHNESS

As the foregoing computer simulations show, the velocity spread due to

Celectron ray optics (path differences) has been virtually eliminated in

this gun design. Assuming that the simulation is correct*, the major

contributions to velocity spread will come from the cathode temperature,

* Tc, and cathode surface roughness, R. The variable R in this case is the

radius of a hemispherical bump on the cathode surface which is used to

model the roughness. (See Appendix C.) In practice, it sems probable

* that using the characteristic surface roughness (or RNS roughness) for R

will provide a reasonable estimate of the resulting velocity spread.

* Temperature-limited 116 simulatiom in the U.S.A. bave met yet been
experimntally verified by direct maesrimt em electr boms.
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The equations which provide estimates of velocity spread taken from

Section 11 are

+ C~kc/~1+ C
'!L T c - CCos ( f + 6 CT

r 1

/Av.L r 1/2  0. + CR

I I

~RC - C1/2cos(#~B

where the definition of the variables are given in Table lb. For the gun

design shown i th Tcu 12000K and R - 0.51Lm, these expressions can be

evaluated to give

(Avzvz)T 0.64% ; (&vz/vz)R - + 2.5%

ci

When these two components of velocity spread are combined with the 0.5% spread

due to ray optics, the RNS average velocity spread is + 2.6%. This is the

predicted total velocity spread assuming that a cathode roughness of 0.5pm

* can actually be attained.

For a dispenser-type cathode, the surface roughness for commercial grade

Type-B cathodes is on the order of 0.Sam. We therefore anticipate that

some special cathodes will have to be made to attain the desired + 2.5%

spread performance. For the cmarcial grade cathodes with the best poss-

ible polish, we anticipate an overall velocity spread closer to + 3%.

This is still a significant improvment over the previous available gun

i.which had greater than ±8%l spread.
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IV. STEPPED MAGNETIC FIELD FOR GYROTRON BEAM GENERATION

In this section, we first review the results of beam simulations using

magnetic reversal and then give the results of some new work which shows

that one of the oldest techniques used in gyrotron guns -- the variable

transverse magnetic field kicker -- may have excellent properties for beam

control which have not been previously illuminated and should be researched

more thoroughly.

4.1 REVIEW OF FIELD REVERSAL

The interim report* on this program gave the details of a study exploring the

B use of field reversal as a means for implementing gyrotron guns. In that

report it was concluded that the fundamental velocity spreading mechanism in

the absence of space-charge arises from the spread in the initial radii of the

electrons as they are emitted from the cathode. We repeat here the following

three figures: Figure 8, the concept of field reversal used to generate a

beam spiraling around the axis; Figure 9 the typical output of computer

Ssimulations of this mechanism, and Figure 10, a sumary of final velocity

ratio a versus initial radius for several cases simulated.

The results show that the fundamental velocity spreading mechanism is strong

when larges is required. The first order theory for this spread Is given

by

sVz/Vz. c Arc/rc (9)

which shows that the leslitudleal velocity spread resvlting from an ideal

(infinitely sharp) field reversal Is eqal to the spread in the Initial

radi of the electrons mitted frn the cathode multiplied Ai the sqre of

a* imtr a Attae4, IM-
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a. Thus if - 2, Avz/vz a 44rc/rc which makes it very difficult to get

spreads on the order of a few percent. Figure 10 shows that in realistic

cases of finite length field reversal, the spread gets slightly worse.

Schemes in which one begins with a small magnetic field and a large annular

cathode ring and subsequently compresses the beam do not alter the first order

theory for spread -- one simply uses the final a of the compressed beam in the

calculation. Such schemes greatly improve the possibilities for attaining

low velocity spread because Arc/rc can be made smaller; but, it still looks

difficult to reach values of (&vz/vz) on the order of I or 2% as desired

for amplifier applications.

We previously concluded in the interim study report that although field

reversal beam generation may have applications in gyromonotron oscillators,

it looked doubtful for amplifier applications because of the ultra-low veloc-

ity spreads required in these long devices. Since the time of our interim

report, it has been suggested that the inclusion of significant amounts of space-

£ charge in the beam may alter the above results significantly in a manner

which will change the velocity spreading mechanism in favorable ways. No

additional computer simulations have been carried out during this study pro-

g gram to either confirm or refute this idea. This idea should be explored in

any future studies of the field reversal mechanism for gyrotron applications.

It Is noted that a new study by Scheitrum (1981) show that shaping of the

field reversal by adding perturbing pole-pieces on either side of the field

reversing pole can significantly alter and virtually eliminate the ripple

on the gewated spiraling be. No Investigation was made of the resulting

effects on the basic velocity spreading mechnim, but this also should be

eploed In ay futw fork.

*I -41-



4.2 THE VARIABLE TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC FIELD KICKER FOR GYROTRON BEAN
GENERATION AND CONTROL

There is still a strong need in gyro-TWT applications for a small spiraling

beam with low velocity spread. One example where such a beam is desirable

is the fundamental mode TEll gyrotron in which the waveguide circuit is

considerably smaller than any circular mode gyrotron and in which the electric

vector extends across the waveguide. This type of gyrotron will be useful

in radar amplifier applications because: (1) its gain per unit length is

the highest of all possible modes, (2) velocity spread will be less damaging

because the tube will be shorter for a fixed value of gain, (3) wide band

coupling into the fundamental mode circuit is simplified, and (4) a circ-

ularly polarized wave can be amplified.

Because magnetic field reversal appears to be prone to large velocity spreads,

other techniques to achieve low velocity spread are being explored. We

report here a more detailed study of one of the early guns utilized by Chow

and Pantell (1960) for cyclotron device research. The analysis technique

utilized is again the stepped magnetic field approach which producea

surprisingly accurate results in the field reversal analysis. The results

on the Chow and Pantell gun show that velocity spread can most likely be

reduced to the range of a few percent and this appears to have been verified

by Chow and Pantell. Their report Indicated that full beam transmission was

achieved atm- 8. This would require a velocity spread on the order of 1%.

The basic configuration of the gun is Illustrated in Figure 11. The ring

cathode Is shielded from the magnetic field by a magnetic envelope which

S6
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has a magnetic pole piece running up through the center of the cathode.

* The electrons are focused electrostatically into a thin annular beam which

exits from a ciraJar slit in the face of the magnetic pole piece extending

perpendicular to the beam axis. This latter pole pe carries magnetic

* flux from two solenoids: (1) from the main solenoid to the right of the gun

which produces a uniform magnetic field emanating to the right of the pole

face, and (2) from an auxiliary flux coil which is inside the gun shield and

produces a variable transverse flux across the gap where the bem enters the

magnetic field. This auxiliary flux Is the key to launching a beam which

rotates uniformly about the axis of the device. As will be seen, it also

hprovides control of the a in the beam.

4.2.1 Beam Geometry Analysis

We begin the analysis by looking at the transverse and longitudinal fields

in the pole piece gap where the beam exists ffam the gun. To use the stepped

magnetic field approach, w make the approximation that the width of the

S output pole piece Is negligible so that all of the radial flux in the Sop

occurs at the single position z O. This cerrespouds to a stepped fumctien

in the magnetic potential at z = 0 and we utilla the baoviside wit stop

II function u(z) for this purpose .

nCR 0 1/ ftrzO (10)(2) e1/2 for a 0I for I > 0

SK. AMW tU ad l. L * o N s, of MWAmSt l ftneeMs
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In terms of this function the magnetic potential which supports both the

* win magnetic field and the added flux in the gap produced by the auxiliary

coil is given by

A * rBzu(z)/2 + *au(z)/25r (1

Here, the first term applies to the main field which exists only for z > 0

and the second term applies to the auxiliary field which, Insofar as the

£ beam is concerned only exists as a transverse flux *a at the position

z -0. To see that Equation 11 gives the correct results one simply applies

B *VX A to obtain the magnetic flux density and #f-st o h

*magnetic flux passing through a pole, surface s.

Using the relationships

£doldz &(zC) - Dirac delta function'

r."!( (zdz - f(O) (12)

9 r':)(2) dz - 0(O) .1/2

one gets feor the magntic field

*a I.. A (u)~.(13)

where r and z are uwit vectors, and far the transverse magnetic flux In the gap

* *(gp).vIT % (14)

The first fluxterm es the R.N.S. of equatien 14 Is the radial flo, whicb

supports the mim field Inaide the gap radius rg. The iseod to Is

a~. 0. -2-h-e Cauaftl 91act telmtes* 4Ma uit4W A $en.*
SIM lark, wag. pp. 3.4.



simply flux from the auxiliary coil.* Note that both fluxes have the sawe

sign so that a positive.*& is in a direction which aids the gap flux due

to the main solenoid.

£ We now use conservation of angular momentum to determine the effects of the

magnetic field on the beam. Putting Ag from equation 11 Into

{ 5 [I A - (e/mo) MoJ 0 (5

(which assumes that both 0and A. are zero at z is 0,) we can rearrange

term and evaluate the expression for z > 0 to get

e4/2um0 a yr2O _ eBzr 2/2m0  (16)

£Then, the R.H.S. of Equati~on 16 can be re-written in terms of the beam geometry

parameters (see Appendix B) to get.

9 ez* (a,2- b+ 2) (

Where a, is the cyclotron radius and b+ is the guiding center of the electrons

C evaluated at the position z ) >*0.

Note from Equation 17 that if *& -O then 4 b+ and the elctrons rotate

through r a 0 (i.e., the z axis). This is very undesirable becase the

resulting high space Cher"e Would Produce seo"r velocity speading effects.

MMt also, thft St #a i5 positive, then a4. > ad the bea circles the

2 axis. If #& Is neaS te >~ 4 ad a annular bum so*h Ostht produced

or 1kb Is acheve.
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To determine the relative sizes of a and b+, we go to the z equation of

I) motion obtained from the Lagrangian for relativistic electron motion in

cyclindrical static fields. (See Appendix 3.)

+ (elm0Y) r6 #O/olz - 0 (18)

Using Equations 11 and 15 this becomes

- - (e/vuo) 2 [r5z/2 + *al(2wr))2 u(z) S(z)

which upon substitution of f- (1/2)d(i)2/dz can be integrated through

8 the gap from z - 0- to z = 0+ to get

vz+- vz-  1/4 (e/ mo) 2 [r(o)Bz + a/rr(o)]2 (19)

6

where rio) is the electron radius at the position z a 0. Equation 19 gives

the change in the z velocity as the bean enters the mgnetic field through the

g gap. Note that the velocity change depends on two field factors- z and *a

with #4 being experimentally variable.

To proceed with the analysis, we now re-write equation 19 in the form

whr
dmt

vs2t = 1/4)%trtlo)(1#4F)l (f1)

-47-
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and FR is the magnetic flux ratio in the gap

FR - &/(vr2(o)ez) (22)

Rewriting Equation 20 in terms of perpendicular velocities gives

2 . V * v2(23)

This is the desired relationship giving the increase in transverse velocity

1£ as a result of the beam passing through the gap.

It must be recognized in Equation (23) that the maximum value for perpendic-

ular velocity is v ,-v o . If one tries to make vL+ too large, reflection

will occur. It should also be noted that v . can only be a velocity component

in the radial direction since the analysis has proceeded on the assmption

that O(z - 0-)- 0. It is therefore permissible in the analysis for the beam

to enter the gap at a converging angle with respect to the axis so long as

no 0 motion is involved.

For a quasi-longitudinally directed bow in which v$Z >> v, 2 w can neglect

Lv . and immediately determine the gmetry of the output beam from Equations

21 and 23.

jC
4+ " +v (r(o)/2) (I + Fit) (24)

Then from Equation 17 and after sm algbra

+

0



These equations can be inverted for design purposes to give

Fit (a4 - b+g)/a&. + b,) (26)

r~o) + b+(27)

Fro, these two equations it is evident that the conditions which give a

beam circling the axis (i.e., bg. - 0) are FR a 1 and r(o) aa.Thus,

the auxiliary flux must equal the min solenoid flux in the gap (i.e., double

the radial field) and the beam radius in the gap must equal the desired

Larmour radius in the main field at the position z a 0+.

Once a gun of this type is fabricated, it is interesting to contemplate the

effect of changing the auxiliary flux during operation. Since r(o) is fixed,

* Equations 24 and 25 show that a+ and b, change directly with Fit. Since the

transverse velocity vL+ a Qa., the result is a direct change in beama.

The sensitivity to this change has been calculated to be

* 62 + 1) EF3 /(l + F3)] AFA/F 3 (26)

At a- 1.5 and Fit - 1, this equation says that a 109 chapg In auxiliary

flux will produce a 165 chag ins. The chang in vj+ would be 11%.

This type control could he a significant factor in mproving the flexibility

ef experimental optimization of gysreo devices.

A~en more surpising fact Is tWa the oveall bum n izeech Is given

by (a,+ *) Is oetf FR. ThssaMPttw hift aIsbengtnthe

overallI beow sine remains thnsm.



2. Velocity Spread Analysis

If we differentiate Equation 23 to determine the sensitivity of the perpen-

dicular velocity spread to the gun paramters in the gap region, we get
* 2 2)

(assuming again v62>

£v±+/vL..(±v) L~./~j+& 8 v (29)

Equation 29 immediately reveals that the velocity spread (&v,..Iv.
associated with the bern converging into the magnetic gap has negligible

effect or, the output velocity spread because of the multiplying factor of

(v dv8 2. Thus. the mwin contribution Will Most likely came fros AV8 ha .

Differentiating Equation 21 with respect to r(o) we get

Av8/vS- Ar(o)/r(o) (0

So that finally

V hi~s/i~s)(31)

This Is Identical with the velocity sprea equation for the field reversal
case with em somtlo enceptiom. The radius mr(o)' in equation 31 is the
radius of the beum Is the gap aeress previously it was the radius at the
emittiag cathaft. USle the presnt scheme can tame advantage of alectro-

I ~Swaig fecusive to make E Ar(e)/r(e)] Ver MlIl It appears that low

Values of velocity ased should be achtevle.

ftheo tues of 101esity spead igh haes beass Negcte is this analysis ore

those *Ae IN frtega ""e I' a "*Ist* go lengh eatheds tonfraturs aO
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space change. These will most easily be determined by computer simulations

Swhich have not been carried out for this gun during this study program.

Bcause the fundamental velocity spreading mechanisms appears to be favorable,

however, there is reason to be optimistic that low velocity spreads could be

achieved.

4.2.3 Alternate Sun Geometry

Equation 23 shows that it is possible to achieve the desired transverse

velocity v+ by using v .. alone. This would require that va = 0

(i.e., FR m -1.). In this case the auxiliary coil is used to reduce the

flux in the gap to zero so that the transverse velocity of the beam passing

through the gap is unchanged. Such a beam would be designed to pass through

the gap with a convergence angle sufficiently large to give the desired v +.

One Important advantage of this concept is the extra room that It gives In

the cathode area to provide a high voltage standoff between the cathode and

the central magnetic pole piece. Voltage breakdown in this area was the

failure mode of the original Chow and Pantell gu.

One of the disadvantages Is the fact that the output velocity spread Is no F
longer insensitive to the spread in convergence angle of the electrons enter-

INg the gap. In fact.

* ~+v~+~~Jv)m (/ta~)Ae/4.(32)
4

ere fs st ie uxial am e ef the electrons entering the gap. TM sceuld

be a avere dreock In som dostgn cames.
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Overall, it appears that there could be a design regime in which the best

of both schemes could be used. A convergent bern 1n the gap my be possible

Atle still maintaining v8
2 )> v1. 2 o

In any case, it appears to be important to use a converging electron beam

in the gun in order to get high voltage standoff. The velocity spread may

deteriorate somewhat, but the ability to experimentally change a using the

* auxiliary coil would still be retained in any such design.

It should be understood that the bea drsign parameters in the gw region

of the foregoing discussion (z a 0+ ) mny or may not be the desired rf inter-a
action values. For millimeter wave tubes where large magnetic fields are

needed, one would be required to utilize an adiabatic ben compression

region to transform the bea parameters at the output of the gun into those
S

desired for rf interaction.

S

* r

I
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

We conclude this final report on the gyrotron gun study program by providing

the following summary of accomplishments:

1. A complete review and analysis of the magnetron injection gun

(MIG) type gyrotron was carried out including a review of the

extensive Soviet literature.

2. Design trade-off equations were developed which provide initial

design points for MIG computer simulations. These equations,

which are based on adiabatic beam flow, have been extended to

include arbitrary cathode tilt angle. Without these initial

design calculations, computer simulations become very difficult
S

to implement because of the complexity of the beam flow.

3. The design was completed for a single-anode MIG-type gyrotron gun

* to be used in the NRL 35 GHz gyro-TWlT experiments. Computer

simulations of this gun indicate that it will have significantly

reduced velocity speed. This gun is now in the final stages of

* assembly and will be used as a direct replacement for the

existing NRL gun to improve efficiency In the gyro-TlT. The

anticipated velocity spread is + 2.51 which Is a factor of

*I 3 to 5 less than the existing gun.

*

53.
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4. A stepped magnetic field theory has been utilized for analysis

of the fundamental velocity spreading mechanisms in transverse

magnetic field *kicker" approaches to gyrotron beam formation.

Using this technique we have identified the basic spreading

mechanisms for the field reversal and the shielded cathode

schemes. In both cases, this spreading mechanism is propor-

tional to the spread in the radial position of the electrons

at key points along the beam. It was shown that the shielded

cathode approach holds promise for applications requiring low

velocity spread because t permits electrostatic beam

focusing which can significantly reduce the radial spread

at the key point of magnetic field entry.

In addition, a shielded gun with an auxiliary field coil has

been shown to provide very attractive properties for experi-

mental control of the beam. In this case, the velocity

C ratio can be varied over a wide range while the beam size

remains constant.

The details of these accomplishments are contained in Section II through IVC
of this report with additional backup material in the three appendices pro-

vided. We have endeavored to make this a self contained report by incorpor-

ating pertinent data and materials from the interim report (Baird and

Attard, 1980).

I{
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Recommendations

A number of interesting avenues for further research in the general area of

gyrotron beam formation are evident as a result of this study program.

Four of these are enumerated aefollows:

1. The fact that gun simulation codes are mandatory in the analysis

and optimization of gyrotron guns raises the many questions about

the utility of these codes and accuracy of the simulations achieved.

We recommend that a coordinated program to develop interactive,

* graphics-oriented codes in conjunction with a demountable beam

test facility be started immediately. These tools would permit

a coordinated effort between gun simulations and physical

measurements which would be extremely beneficial in the R&D effort

to produce high performance and high power gyrotron guns. The

demountable beam test facility should provide for scaling the test

$ guns in both voltage and size so that the performance of high

power beams and physically small beams can be measured.

2. Additional computer simulation work should be carried out on

the ML single anode MIS design to evaluate two properties

of the gun which need to be further investigated. First, it

would be very valuable to determine the thermal velocity spread

in the gun by direct simulation. This can be accomplished

be adding additional electron rays to the simulation which

have initial transverse energies equal to the man thermal

It velocity, Such a simlation would help provide verification

4-I-
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of the expected velocity spread performance of this gun

which is predicted to be almost totally due to initial

transverse velocities at the cathode (due to thermal effects

and cathode roughness).

The second design feature of the NRL HIG which needs to be investi-

gated through computer simulation is the effects of a modulation

anode placed along an equlpotential line near the cathode. Such

an anode would be extremely useful in systems applications to pro-

vide beam current modulation. It should be possible to determine

the major effects of such an anode on the beam performance through

computer simulation.

3. The properties of the shielded cathode gun with a transverse mag-

netic field "kickerN described in Section IV B needs further

investigation. The first order analysis given in this report

shows excellent promise that this type gun can provide both

exceptional beam control and low velocity spread. It is

recommended that designs which employ a slightly converging

electron beam (decreasing beam radius at the magnetic pole piece)

be investigated because this configuration will produce the

lowest possible velocity spread while still giving som

relief to the high voltage standoff portion problem inherent

C, In this type gun. A computer simulation should be utilized which

can give a good simulation of the fringing magnetic fields at

beam exit point (less effects) as well as simulate thermal

velocities in the beam.

S:-, iil .5I.
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4. Th. Soviet literature survey given in Appendix A demonstrates

the importance of the high power Nis synthesis approach utilized

by Tsimring (1977) and Nmntueloy and Tsimring (1979). in this

approach, varying amounts of space-charge up to the space-charge

limit are included in the analysis of an oscillating laminar

flow beam wh~ich Is accelerated away from the cathode. The gun

electrodes which support this flow are then synthesized as

equipotential surfaces outside of the beam. It is recaimiended

that the computer codes required to perform this high power

NIS synthesis be written and that they be utilized in conjunction

with NIS computer simulations to investigate the high power

limits of these type guns.
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APPENDIX A

OIRONOLOBICAL REVIEW OF SOVIET GYROTRON GUN DEVELOPMENT

This review was first published in essentially the same form In the Qyrotron
Gun Study Program Interim Report (Baird and Attard, 1980). It is Included
here because the body of literature encompassed contains valuable insights
into the theory, measurement, and synthesis of gyrotron beams resulting from

* the intensive R&D effort in the U.S.S.R. over the past fifteen years. The
much newer U.S. R&D effort can greatly benefit from a thorough review of
the Soviet work. A number of design considerations and techniques are
revealed which go beyond any wort yet done in the U.S. and which need to
be explored further.

S The first detailed Soviet gun design and measurement studies started to appear
in print in 1972, although crude versions of the NIB (magnetron injection gun)
were used in the mid 1960's. (Figure A-1(a) shows a conceptual drawi ng of
an early gun used by Baponov, et al., 1965.)

3 1. Electron Trajectory Analysis

Two companion papers by Lygin and Tsimring in 1972 give the first analysis
of Soviet MI~s for gyrotron application. Figures from the first paper are
reproduced In Figure A-1. Figure A-1(b) shows the basic configuration of
the type of gun analyzed, which has a strip cathode on an inclined inner elec-

* trode and a single mnode which forms a quasi-coaxial magnetron type gun region.
Figures A-I~c) through (d) show two versions of this gun, each with two differ-ent angles on the cathode electrode with respect to the syimetry aids. The
first version uses an anode whose profile has a sharp corner; the second uses
a snmoothly varying profile. The equipotential surfaces shown were calculated
by assuming a rectangular geometry approximation and using analytic techniques.

The second paper, those figures are reproduced in Figure A-2, uses the calcu-
lated electrostatic fields and the magtic fields of an air core solenoid to
determine the electron trajectories from various assumed cathode positions.
In this paper, the velocity spread between pairs of trajectories representing
emission from the two extreme edges of a cathode was compard both by adiabatic

S analysis and direct numerical Integration. It was emnd that large dif-
ferences exist in the degree to which adiabatic theory holds (i.e., the adi-
abticity of the field configurations) and that 0systms with smeoth electrode
configurations permit significant reduction in the spread of oscillatory
velocities.' Arrangements such a those presented in Figure A-2(c) were shown
to have a particularly large velocity spread.

It is stated In the second paper that tilting the cathode at a large angle
has the beneficial effect of creating a laminar flew bee which is less
senitive to the velocity ~ eldi effects do to spale-charges and that
the strip cathode go" be placed wee a wide Popg of positions Ale* the
adjusted accordingly. It to dlo state tMet a additional increase is tie
bew poeeetial at se ws ete m o etbreu rdised
em the SWIMl Vp rtc * Itis s"OA ts"fa cm
acceleration P ("to"e aNodt) is "Nod it will reduce aditiesal uispei-Vied bae speed lpeniqn ea l Isu am 16 to d f~remse.
* A4
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2. Velocity Spread Analysis and Neasurmnt

Tsimring, 1972, made a complete list of the variables which enter into
velocity spread in HIS guns as follows:

1. Spread of the initial electron velocities.

2. Roughnesses of the emitting surface.

* 3. Violations of axial symmetry of the electric and magnetic fields.

4. The presence of nonuniform axisymmetric fields on the cathode,
which are determined by the geometry of the gun electrodes and
of the magnetic system.

* S. Nonadiabatic fields in the intermediate region between the cathode
and the second anode.

6. The space-charge field of the beam.

* Of these variables, he states that In practice the only two whose effects
cannot be reduced to arbitrarily small values (assuming small space-charge
effects) are the first two. He then gives an analysis of the effects of
initial electron thermal velocity spread and cathode surface roughness.
These effects are described by the following two equations giving 8vLi, the
fractional transverse velocity spread due to initial velocity spread at the

1 cathode; and By,, that due to cathode surface roughness. (Bv is defined
as 2(v. 2 - v±1)rv±.2  v,.) ).

r 1+ rtn2)
,v,,. 3 . Tj(.,- an,,

6vjr 1.6n 1+ . tan2#) (2)

Here, n is a velocity spread reduction factor due to Intermeption of some
fraction of the beam current on the anode.

n a I -1 1.2 (IA/Lo)* (3)

4 where IA/o is the ratio of the anode to cathode current and is restricted
to IS/I < 0.2. The remining variables are as fo11s: T is the cathode
tuepirtue in degree Kelvin; Va is the anode voltl- in volts; d is the
caut~doto-,node separtion, r is the stlo ft redivs of a
small hemisphere on-the surfac). h is the heigt of heIrst electron

* orbit, ad I is the 0nle betu the "misl awrft O4 "$Mg field

This ftuntte Is eheties 1UNOi qs petted eteM. Who
leters m retli' fa" imll*
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* K-

at the cathode. This angle is restricted to <15* In the equations given.
Note that the spread due to surface roughness is independe 2of anode
voltage whereas that due to initial velocity varies as Va -f

Based on equations (1) and (2), Tsimring concludes that the minimum trans-
verse velocity spread due to cathode temperature alone for a 1000'K mitter
temperature and a 10 kV anode voltage is approximately 1%. It Is claimed,
however, that a substantial additional velocity spread can occur due to the

I inherent surface physics of various types of cathode materials. Specifi-
cally, oxide cathodes are claimed to have initial energies up to 10 eV (Russian
reference cited) which would produce up to 14% transverse velocity spread in
a 10 kV gun and up to 5% spread in a 70 kV gun. For low velocity spread guns,
this is a factor which needs to be evaluated.

£ Equation (2) above cones from Tsioring's analysis of the velocity spreading
effects of a small hemispherical bump on the cathode surface. By direct
analytic solution for the electric field distribution in the vicinity of
the hemisphere and analysis of the spread in velocities of electrons which
start with zero velocity on its surface, he concludes that a surface rough-
ness of 2 iN can produce a transverse velocity spread of up to 5% independent

* of the bean voltage. This is a substantial factor and is the reason for the
surface smoothness specification applied to NRL gun procurements.

It appears that an important part of auw U.S. program to produce very low
velocity spread guns fbr gyro-TWT applications must include direct measure-
ments of the velocity spread produced by the cathode effects described above
as well as the effects of other variables given In the previous list. A tech-
nique used extensively in the U.S.S.R. for velocity spread measurements was
introduced and analyzed by Tsimring and Is illustrated in Figure A-3. Its
principle of operation is to longitudinally decelerate the bean by a variable
retarding potential at the collector V which is placed In the working (peak
magnetic field) region of the tube, and is used to measure the collected

* current as a function of retarding potential. Figure A-3(b) illustrates how
the collected current Is related to the longitudinal velocity distribution
function.

The actual Implementation and test results of a retarded potential bew
analyzer are given in a pair of papers by Avdashin et al. (April 1973) and

* Avdoshin and Goldamberg (October 1973). Figure A-4 from the first paper
shots the added electrodes required to implement the beam tester. The
structure labeled 6 In Figure A-4(a) is the swo as structure "1" In (b).
This element Is an "ris with sectional slits* and has the stated purpose
of collecting the electron which are reflected from the retarded potential
on the collector. Collection takes place because tie reflected electronsStend to be roitatd in aik wglo due to the cr elecric an manettic
field and therefore are collected by the blocked portions of the sectorial

iris. If the electric field de to space-charge In t6 collector region
is *nt sufficient to accomplish this utmin. a electron sAlc returns
to the go acceleration region will be eatedi d s$heeqrtlywill have
a high probebiity of Iteecot as it is spin accelerated toward the

* col lector. The proe of this olocteedel. the is to prevent a large
buildup of spoecoarge W4ic ud disturb the Matured beom.



aDi agra, of the magnetron-Injector adiabatic electron gun.

a) 1 is the cathode; 2 is an emitting strip; 3 is the first anode;
4 is the second anode; 5 is the collector which has a variable
retarding potential.

C

C b) Distribution function over the oscillator velocities, and the
collector-current cutff curve f'o, J#j 0 0.
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Diagram of the experimental Installation for measuring the velocity
spread. The axial distribution of the magnetic field is shown at

S the bottom.

£

b)

* [lm*ts of the welocity-spmrod nlynr: 1) iris with sectoral slits;
t) anti atrm ,d; 3) section coll ctor.
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The second added electrode is the wantidynatron grid" shown as structure
8 in Figure A-4(a) and 020 In (b). This mesh grid serves as the primary

retarding element in the device and is swept in voltage as shown in the
Illustration of the oscilloscope test setup. Its major function is to
prevent an erroneous measurment of collector current due to secondary
emission of electrons which, without the grid, would be accelerated back
toward the gun. Because the electron yield in secondary emission normally
exceeds 100%,* for a metal collector and energies over 200 eV, it is con-
ceivable that a rwerse current flow or Odynatron effect' could result. The
actual collector (structure '70) is held at a near ground potential in the
measurment system so that all beam electrons which have sufficient velocity
to pass through the retarding grid are accelerated toward the collector.
Note in Figure A-4(b) that the collector 03" has also been sectioned to cor-
respond with the iris. This permits independent measurements on the sampled
portion of the bem and gives a gross indication of azimuthal unifomity in
the ben.

It is interesting to note that the transverse velocity spread can be cal-
culated to a good approximation directly from the electrode voltages in
Figure A-4(a). For small spreads and weakly relativistic beams, the velocity
spread is given by.

AV Vg2 - Vg1

2(Vo- Vg)

c where vL/v.L is the fractional velocity spread in the transverse velocity,
V02 and Vol are the retarding grid voltages at selected critical points
wich define the desired spread measurement (the Soviets use the 90% and
10% collector current points), Vo is the beam voltage, and V is the man
voltage at which collector current cutoff occurs. It is relitively easy
to2verifl that.this equation is true by substituting the appropriate

c v u v - v' for the different voltages In the equation and reducing
deR result to (Vd- v.L2)/v. . The velocity spread masurment is thus
easily accompllshed by moni ring the collector current and electrode
voltages..

The primary results of the tests described by Avdoshln, at &l., April 1973,
( are summarized in Table A-i. Five different cathode types with varying

surface roughness were measured. Table A-I(*) show that total velocity
spreads in the range of 9 to 17% were obtained. Table A-1(b) gives a
detailed description of the cathodes used including information on the
materials and the construction technique. Cathode 0 is similar to the
type-S matrix cathode used in the U.S.

The seprate components of velocity sead due to srface roughness B 1 rand iiMta velecity spread Bvii es shor in Table A-I() ware calculated
fro. equatteas 1 and 2. Becu 8ViL is the only cim nent which depends
on anode voltage, It is possible to experitmntally verify the cntribttion
of this cowponent by measuring the rduction In v.L with Increasing anode
voltae.

V * lter Ithl. 1l m Tia e Neiahold Pub. Co., aNw Yor, 160,p. 160.
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Height of Sv-
Roughnesses, exp vX..r 8v1 t, Comments

Cathode Type ro,p % % %

la Yttrium oxide 20 17 + 2 11 4 Grain size of the
spongy material 201

lb Yttrium oxide 25 17 + 2 12 4 Grain size of the
* spongy material 401A

Ic Yttrium oxide 10 14 + 2 8 4 Spongy material
smoothed

2 *erite" cathode 5 9 + 1 5.5 4 Cathode ground

3 Oxide 5 17 + 2 11 3
B

4 Pressed oxide 5 9 + 1 5.5 3

5 Tungstate 5 9 + 1 5.5 3

(a)

1) An Yttrium Oxide Cathode. The working temperature was 1400-1600°C. The
core material was u eyFnum. A spwg material consisting of tantalum

powder having a grain size of up to 40 was sintered with the core. After
sintering an yttrium oxide Y203 powder was deposited on the spongy material.
The samples of yttrium oxide emitters that were used had roughness dimensions
of 20 to 25 and 10p (in the latter case special mechanical treatment was used).

2) A Pressed Yttrium Oxide Cathode (a "Keritem Cathode). The working tempera-
ture was M0C. The emitter was prsed In t shape of a washer consisting
of a mixture of W (94%) and Y 0 (0%). The grain size of the W was 2 to 31A,
and it was sintered at t - 20 C. The height of the roughnesses was 5X

3) A Sintered Barium Oxide Cathode. The working temperature was 1000-1200C. The
surface space was approximately the same as it was fbr the yttrium oxide cathode.

C
4) A Pressed Oxide Cathode. The wirking temperature was 1100*C. The composition

was 9M Ni and 10% s'c barium-strontium-calcium carbonate. N plasticizer
was polyvinyl alcohol; the molding pressure was 6 to 8 tons/cmz. Sintering was
carried out at t - 12000C. The height of the roughnesses of the cathode sur-
face was -,

5) A Tungstate Cathoe. The working temperature was 1300C. The composition was
9% W, 1barium-calcium tungstate and 1% Al with an admixntre of paraffin
as a plasticizer. The molding pressure was 10 to 20 tons/cm. The sintering
temperature was -600*C. The heigt of the roughnesses was --X

(b)

TABLE A-i. Summary of Measured Velocity Spreads for Several Different
Tye Cathes; Avdhfin, et al.. April 1973.

I! A-9T .pe.Cathdes; D..
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An example of such a measurement for the "brite" cathode is shown in Figure
A-5(a). This measurement was carried out in an operating mode in which the
first orbits of the electrons were very close to the anode. This condition
was maintained by keeping the ratio of the anode voltage to te square of
the magnetic field at the cathode (V,/B4) constant.

The figure shows the measured velocity spread as a function of Va (i.e., Ua(V)
In the figure). The authors state that the velocity spread components are
statistically independent and therefore additive,* and utilizing equation (1),

I this data gives a cathode temperature of 1800-20000K and component values of
8 vir - 5.5% and bvLi - 4%. Tije consistency of the results with the total
measured velocity spread is excellent.

Figure A-5(b) shows the measured dependence of the transverse velocity spread
on the intercepted anode current. This measurement was made by slightly chang-

9 ing the magnetir field at the cathode which changes the initial trajectories
of the electron orbits, resulting in a change in the Intercepted beam current.
It is interesting to note that a rapid drop in the velocity spread occurs for
a small amount of intercepted current. Avdshin, et al. (April 1973) noted
that these results are "evidence of the expediency of using precritical oper-
ating modes of the gun" in which that portion of the beam with excess trans-
verse velocities is collected on the first anode.

Although a significant velocity spread reduction of several percent was
achieved for an anode intercepted current of only 2% (as shown in Figure
A-5(b)), the merits of this approach are open to question and need further
investigation. For example, the change in velocity spread is strongly depen-

* | dent on the definition of the spread. In the case shown, apparently only a
very smal 1 portion of the beam was involved in the excess spread and therefore
it conceivably would have very little effect on the rf interaction anyway.

The general idea of using mechanical filtering techniques for velocity spread
reduction, however, deserves further Investigation. For example, it may be

* possible to use a selective aperture to eliminate undesirable portions of
an electron beam which have divergent characteristics due to space-charge or
fringing fields. Such an aperture could conceivably be at a low potential
with respect to the cathode (thus limiting the power dissipation) and could
serve a dual role as a modulating electrode.

C The final velocity spread measurements reported by Avdoshin et al. (April
1973) and Avdshin and Gol 'denberg (October 1973) are shown in Figure A-6.
The first two figures, A-6(a) and (b), show the measured velocity spread
dependence on beam current (expressed as a fraction of the theoretical space-
charge limited current in Figure A-6(a). Data from four different type
cathodes are shown, and in all cases, the velocity spread is an increasing
linear function of the cathode current.

This linear increase in velocity spread with beam current was derived
theoretically by Gl 'denberg and Petelin (1973) for adiabatic NIGs. The
cathode configurations used in this analysis ore shown in Figure A-7 and

I

* i question this since standard deviations usually are squared and added
(i.e., the variances are additive).

* A-IO
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(a)

c Il m - I I I S a

I 5 I

Ib)

I

, . FIGURE A-5 M EASURED VELOCITY SPREAD AS A FUNCTION OF (a) ANODE VOLTAGE

AND (b) ANODE CURRENT FOR (1) THE "YTTRIUM OXIDE" CATHODE
AND (2) THE "KERITE[ CATHODE.
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f a) Avdoshin

April, 1973

a , u 312 II 1. 2 II 06

Dependence of the spread of the oscillator velocities on
emission current: 1) yttrium oxide cathode; 2) kerite"cathode.

I, a

S* b) Avdoshin and

Gol 'denberg,
S..October, 1973

Dependences of the scatter of the oscillator velocities of
the electrons on emission current: 1) scintered cathode;
2) pressed cathode.

5.s

* C) Avdoshin and
Gol' denberg,

__ October, 1973

Dependences of the scatter of the oscillator velocities
of the electrons on the rotation radius of the electron
in the injector for guns differing in the agni -.de of
the gap d between the anode and cathode; 1) d a 3.5 m;
2) d m- .

FISRE A-6- NEASUREMNTS OF TpAWNSERSl VELOCITY &MA AS A FUNCTION
OF EAN CRM T Ni CATHODE FIELDS WITH DIFFERIN CATHODE
TYPES AND ELECTRODE !VACINB.
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their results are claimed to be applicable for either narrow or wide mit-
ting strips in the gun. One of their conclusions is that due to increasing

B velocity spread, a limiting current exists for these type MNis and that
its value is the sam for either narrow or wide cathodes. This is a sur-
prising result, but it must be kept in mind that it applies only for an
adiabatic gun, and non-adiabatic trajectories may greatly change this
conclusion.

* For the purpose of low-velocity-spread design work, the measurement shown
in Figure A-6(c) re-emphasizes the fact that the detailed shape of the
electron orbits in the vicinity of the cathode can have dramatic effects
on the velocity spread, and that the velocity spread can have a strMog
minimum with respect to the first orbit radius, r1 (r, varies as V, /Bc
at the cathode). The figure also show that the spread is not a function

* of the distance to the first anode, although if the distance is too short,
it may not be possible to reach the minimum due to anode interception.

The explanation given for this behavior is that the variation of r.L at the
cathode carries the electron trajectories through different parts of the
cathode "fringing field" (i.e., the transition region where the electric

II field changes from predominantly transverse to longitudinal in direction).
The conclusion is that "electron-optic systems in which the electrons travel
in the fringing field of the cathode with approximately Identical rotation
phases along trajectories that are furthest from the end of the cathode
are preferable.0 In other words, if possible, it is best to form a beam in
which all of the electrons have the sam spatial phase and follow the most

St adiabatic path through the transition region of the gun.

The sharpness of the velocity spread minimum in Figure A-6(c) indicates
another important fact for experimentally adjusting a 14I6 gun. It shows
that values of VT/Bc at the cathode should be thoroughly and carefully
explored for any gtven gun configuration to make sure that operation at the

C velocity spread minimum has been achieved.

In 1975 Antakov, at al., published the results of extended velocity spread
measurements on a 16 kV two-electrode gun using the decelerating field method
described above. No diagram of the gun configuration was given but the gun
ws described as having a narrow cathode emitting strip (surface area -

C 2 coz) whose width was much less than the 0.8 cm cathode-anode spacing.
Also, the cathode electrode was mounted so that the electrode could be
moved both longitudinally and transverse to the gun axis to measure the
effects of misalignments. The measurement results are shown in Figure A-S.

Figure A-8(a) shows both the velocitly spread &vL and the transverse to
S longitudinal velocity ratio 0gj u vL/vz as functions of the beam current

normalized to the spece-charge limted Langmdr" current, I 1I (Ila2A).
The paramter *e shown in the figure is the ratio of the Iterction mag-
netic field to the cathode magnetic field (e/h). NOte that the transverse
velocity spread is the sam for all values of mo/ac as required by the theory

To maintain consistenc with Figure S and following figures In this Appendix,which have been rpouefrmarireotthe symbe1 for the Lamgmulr

currmt is Ol, not "IL" as In the 60101 Of the main tent.

A-14.- -
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a) OOb) 12k 4.

0 Measured values of gn and !vB and comparison of experimental distribution
functions for transvgrse velocities (solid curve) with an approximating
Gaussian function (daihed-dot curve)fora- 4.25 (1 is for 1o/1. 2.5.10-2
2 is for IoiL. 510).

1*d)

Evolution of electron-velocity distributitgn function for variation c) of
the magnetic reversal a, (to/IJ, 2.5010 r; d) of the electron-beam current
(a. 4.2).

4'4

e) f)

e) Comparison of the theoretical (dashed-dot) and experimental (split) curves for
the dependence of g. on the magnitude of the magnetic reversal a. The dashed
curve was obtained 5y extrapolating the experimental data into the region of

* low currents (Io/IL o).

f) Distribution of electron v/locities for various positions of the cathode
(a - 4.25, 1/1. a 2 .S g'; the solid curve is for the optimal cathode position
the dashed curv is for displacement of the cathode by 0.1 d in the radial
plane; the dashed-dot curve is for displacement of the cathode along the gun

* axis; 1) z l.St 2) 2 l eLc).

FINRE A-0 - BEAM MEASUREENTS ON A NMNETON INECTION 6M3BY TA0V, ET. AL.,
(1975). DEFINITIONS:a- vvL/, M " L/V,,a a BI/l 6VJa(v1 "v W) g f ht!) a VIEOCIVr k STRIIU 9 0 911 % F I . /Us

I uaU IzZ6 sEW COWEM. SEE 1XT FOR DETAILED WXLANA-
TIOS.
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of adiabatic guns, Two of the corresponding velocity spread distribution
functions (f(Y) obtained by differentiating the measured current shut-off
characteristics are shown in Figure A-8(b). These two curves (solid lines)
are functions of "y" - v1/v and ware taken for B e- 4 . 25 and twocur-
rents: (1) X Xt - 0.025 an (2) 101 a 0.0s. edsh-det curves
repreet "ssan distribution functions %tich are fit to the two measured
distribution functions. Note that the distributions in this case are fairly
well represented by Gaussian curves except In the low transverse velocity

Sregion. In this region where measurements require that most of the beam be
reflected, the authors state that som difficulties were encountered with the
measurement system because of the Increased space-charge of the reflected
beam. The actual existence of the long tail of high longitudinal velocity
electrons is therefore questionale.

Figures A-8(c) and (d) give parmtric variations of the transverse velocity
distribution functions. Figure A-8(c) shows the variation with magnetic
compression So/B when I/I a 0025, and Figure A-8(d) shows the variation
with 1o/11 when Bo . 4.2. In both cases, the peaks of the distribution
functions shifted; bit only in the case of increasing I0/g did they get
wider (mrs spread).

Figure A-8(e) show the variation of vl./vz versus Ba/B€ with Io/If as a
parameter. The fairly strong discrepancy betwmen the measured curves and
the theoretical dash-dot curve is explained on the basis of space-charge
depression in the cathode region du to reflection of the high transverse
velocity tal from the magnetic mirror when So/Bc > 4.15 (see Figure A-8(c))

9 or due to high current 1o/II 0.026. The theory and experiment in this case
only agree for Io/If a 0 an So/Bc J.4,0 (v±/vz (2). The significance for
gun design purposes is that when vLfvz > 2, one must begin to expect strong
space-charge effects in the gun due to current in the tal of the velocity
distribution function being reflected from the magnetic mirror.

SThe last figure, A-8(f), shows the effects on velocity distribution due to
errors In the cathode electrode position. The solid curve is the distribu-
tion function for optimal placement, the dash-dot curves (1) and (2) resulted
when the cathode was pushed forward and backward by 1.5 cathode widths,
respectively, and the dashed curve resulted from a transverse shift of 10%
of the aode-cathode gap. All of these displacements are rather severe in
terms of mechanical errors, but they do mhasize the need to understand
displacement tolerances In thse guns. The transverse misalignment appears
not only to be the most critical, but the mest likely to occur considering
that the cathode electrode requires a cantilevered construction and a large
temperature differential. This is especially true for very mall guns
required at short millimeter wavelengths.

Overall, the series of Figures A-(a) through (f) represent the kind of data
which needs to be obtained on NIb now being used in the U.S. The lack of
such measured data has not only made the results of rt e riamets hard to
interpret, but has precluded an accurate calibration of tro cmputer siou-
lation tools used for go design In this country.

A-16
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3. Synthesis of High Power Gyrotron Guns

Probably the most significant Soviet work to date with respect to high power
F g tron guns is published In a pair of relatively recent papers by Tsimring
(1977) and anullov and Tsimring (1979). In these two papers, TsImring and
Nanuilov have extended the theory of the planar NIS (Kino and Taylor, 1962)
and the cylindrical NIG (Dryden, 1962; and Harker, 1960/62/63) to include
the effects of temperature limited operation and beams with large transverse
energy. This extended theory was required because the original MIS theories

9 were aimed at producing laminar flowing beams from space-charge limited
cathodes. A new space-charge parameter Is defined by Tsimring as

* where Jc is the cathode current density, Ec is the electric field at the
cathode, andw. and do are the cyclotron frequency at the cathode and the
permittivity of free space, respectively. The parameter "Y then varies
from zero (no space charge) to infinity (Ec - 0 or fully space-charge
limited).

Samples of the electron trajectories obtained from integrating Tsimring's
equations of motion in a rectangular (normalized) cathode coordinate system
are shown in Figure A-9(a). Tsimrlng points out that in order to achieve an
analytical solution for the beam flow, it Is necessary that the electron
trajectories do not cross but maintain a laminar-like flow such as shown in
the figure. This stipulation of laminar-beam-flow leads directly to a

* critical relationship between the angle # of the magnetic field with respect
to the cathode (see Figure A-9(b)) and the space-charge parameter defined
above. This critical relationship Is shown in Figure A-9(c). For values
of #above the line, laminar flow is obtained and for values below the line,
the electron trajectories begin crossing.

C Laminar flow is important in high density electron beams for another reason
which *s previously described (6ol 'denberg and Petelin, 1973) and which
Renuilov and Tsimring re-ahasize. Ian the electron trajectories cross
and rtross In an ordered set of intersections, the not result due to
space-charge forces in the beam is to produce increasing velocity disparity

t in a large velocity spread when the cathode electric field is depressed by

as little as 0 from its zero space-charge value. Wen laminar flow is
mintained, however, Tsimring status that depression of the cathode electric
field can be as large as 55 without excessive velocity spread. This trans-
lates into greatly increased beam powers for gyrotron applications.

9 The principal effect of space-charge in laminar flow bern is to reduce the
vale of vi/vz as beam current density is Increased. This effect, however,
unlike severe velocity spreading, does not preclude use of the beam in

n applcatons. For e le, a 30 kV, 70 A (2w1 Mc) gu design cited
y Tsieing hm a valu o vA/vz t h. h considerably lower than any

used In exprimntal roo In th U,S, thus far.

To proceed with the %ythuis of inten e beau Mft, Tst ring and Nmnilov
uft the sM t0Chniques described in the cited planar and lindrical NIG
desig literature. First, tMy solve the nternal" bea now problem

A-17
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a) Electron trajectories in a plane with
y- 0.5 and0- 15.

I 

AD .

b) C )

b) Electric field and magnetic field at the cathode
of a planar sagnetron-injection gun.

c) Dependence of the critical inclination angle of
the magnetic field to the plane of the cathode
on the parameter y.

Cr

C

d)

d) Equipotential lines and trajectories in electron
boom with various parameters: a)Ya 0,*o 3W;
b)Ys O02,0 25 ; c) Yx 0.3, #I -W d) y- OS.
So15%ai a a) 1.0# a 10 (' are the anode

FINRE A- - DESIGN SYNTHESIS OF DENS TON KAM FROM TSINEINS. 1977.
LMINM FLOW (a) IS ACKWIM FOR ~EIC FIELD NLES WEATER
T c (b and c). INE E-FCT OF INCEASIM THE SPMCE-NM
i .m EKS IS SHOW IN (d).
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based on the differential equations of motion for an extended bean. They
then find the potential along the two trajectories representing the two
cathode edges, and through a conformal mapping of these trajectories to the
axes o transformed coordinate system and an analytic continuation of
the pot,...tial functions, they are able to determine the shape and position
of the equipotentials outside of the beau. This is termed a solution to
the *externalm problem. Some typical results for rectangular NIgs are
shown in Figure A-9(d).

The procedure required to utilize the solutions shown in Figure A-9(d) for
NIS design is to set the cathode off axis at the required design radius,
and to tilt it such that the slope of the magnetic field lines is zero or
slightly downward. An equipotenttal line Is then selected as the anode
shape and at the point where the beam intercepts this equipotential, the

* anode shape is smoothly changed to prevent interception. This is illustrated
in Figure A-10 (a. b and c). Figure A-1O(b) is the result for low space-
charge and (c) show electrode shapes for moderately heavy space-charge.

The deviation of the anode shape from the calculated equipotential line is
stated to have only a small perturbing effect if it occurs well away from

6 the cathode so that the cathode electric field is undisturbed, and if it is
done smoothly enough to preserve adiabatic flow. Tsimring notes that, in
any case, this synthesis process must be backed up and verified and perhapsIoptimized by a computer simulation which Includes the effects of space-
charge. The synthesis procedure thus provides the starting point for the
computer analysis-optimization procedures.

The most recent paper by Manuilov and Tsimring (1979) describes what appears
to be very tportant gun design tools which should be understood, verified,
and utilized in the U.S. gyrotron program. In this paper, the NI beam Is
described in terms of a modified Drydon flow (Dryden, 1962) in cylindrical
geometry. The solutions for the laminar trajectories and the internal and

C (external potentials are carried out simultaneously using a computer code
in which the conformal mapping anW. analytic continuation procedures have
been completely automated.

In order to atend the theory to cylindrical geometry, a nw "cylindricity*
peramter p is defined as

C

crc
wher Ec and B€ are the electric and maetic fields at the cathode and rc
is the cathode radius. The constant q is the charge to mass ratio for
electron. The parameter p is essentially just the ratio of tie Larmor
radius to the cathode radius and whe It sprochos ere, the trajectories
from a Cylindrical cathode are very close to these from a rectangular
gemetry cathode with the saft croes-sectional dimensions. In fact, the
cylimrical theory given approaches Tsiuring's rectangular theory as p

* approaches ara.



a b

.
Correction of the electrodes in an electron gun with a
weak shape-charge: a) original shape; b) final shape.

It

I--

C
Electrode configuration In an electron gun with Y- O.S and
*- 15.

*

I.

FIURE A-1 - MIG ELECTRODE SMAPES FROM TSIMRING, 1977.
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There are two important differences between the cylindrical NIG theory and
the rectangular theory. First, the critical magnetic field angle which
separates laminar flow from crossed trajectory flow becomes a function of
both the space-charge parameter NYO and the cylindricity parameter it. This
is shown in Figure A-11(a) (campare Figure A-9(c)). Note that determining
a value fbr the magnetic field angle is much more complicated In the cylin-
drical case. In general, Nnuilov and Tsimring suggest that small angles
are best because this leads to larger rotational velocities (larger v1 /vz)

Sand smaller positional velocity spread (i.e., spread caused by widely sepa-
rated cathode trajectories). With respect to the latter advantage, they
point out that 1br an adiabatic gun, the velocity spread between electrons
leaving apposite edges of the cathode is given by

Gv - Is sin #c
where 1s is the cathode slant length and *c is the magnetic field angle with
respect to the cathode.

The second important difference is that in the cylindrical case, the beam
reaches a maximum potential when gu is greater than 0.05. An example of this
is shown in Figure A-11(b). The importance of this fact is that an anode
potential can be selected above the maximum potential in the beam and the
resulting anode shape does not have to be arbitrarily altered to prevent beam
interception. The result should be a much closer correspondence between the
theory and experiment in guns with this characteristic. Note in the figure
that dashed curves showing the corresponding beam and equipotential from theI. rectangular geometry theory are shown for cmparson.

In summary, over a period of more than 15 years, the Soviets appear to have
done a rather thorough job of examining the theory and techniques required
to design and build HIG type guns fbr gyrotron devices. ost of the design
criteria used in the U.S. has beet picked up from this literature in a some-
what piecemal manner as needed Successes In U.S. gun designs have been
mainly the result of using large-scale gun simulation computer codes to
refine and optimize designs based on simple adiabatic design criteria. It
is now evident that additional work is needed to understand and implement
design theory and analysis similar to that published by Tsiaring and anuilov.
This type of theoretical insight and understanding will be required as the

S IIdemand fbr higher bew powers and lower velocity spreads continues. It is
also evident that direct measurements of gyrotron ben parameters and
velocity spread such as those carried out by the Soviets will be required
to establish the effectiveness of our design tools.

'
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a) Dependence of the critical cathode angle on the space-charge
parameter.

C

Ib) Shape of eecrodes and trajectories ffn a system with
u a0.10. Dashed-planar model (vs 0).

FIGURE A-11 CYLINDRICAL NIG DESIGN: (a) CRITERIA FOR LAMINAR FLOW
(* ~ ).and (b) ELECTRODE DESIGN FRONRMuILOV AND

TSINRINS', 1979.
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APPENDIX B

ELECTRON EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND BEAM GEOMETRY RELATIONSHIPS

The equations of motion for relativistic electrons traveling in time inde-

pendent electric and magnetic fields which are cylindrically symmetric can

be obtained in cyclindrical coordinates (r, 0, z) from the Lagranian

function*

L -m0c2 [I + r2 42 + i 2 )/c2 31 12 + et- er6Ag (B-1)

C where mo, is the rest mass of electrons, c is the velocity of light, e is the

magnitude of the electronic charge.9(r,z) is the electric potential, and

Ag(rz) is the magnetic potential. Dots are used to indicate the total
C derivative with respect to time, and mnks units are used throughout.

The equations of motion are given by

Cd/dt (EL/,41  - OL/Iq1 - (B-2)

For the three respective coordinates this gives

Cd/dt(m 0v4) - m-r2- esoIer + ei W~Ag)/or 0 (B-3)

d/dt(m07r2i - erA0) - 0 (8-4) i

d/dt (mvI) - ee~az + *Or A9/8z 0 (5

It Is Immediately evident from equation B4 that regardless of the presence

of an accelerating potential #(r,z) in a cyclindrical electron gun, the angular

mentum is conserved so that

VA - ere) a constant of motion (B-6)

W . Kindler, Special Relativity, Iaterulscie, publiuhers, Inc., New York,
1960. p146



To write this equation in terfms of the magnetic field 8 -Vic A, or

A

B'- (r/r)#(rA9)/&z + (z/r)a(rAg)Iar (8-7)

where r and z are unit vectors in their respective directions, we introduce

£ the near axis approximation

Ag: rB2(z)/2 (B-8)

where Bz(z) is the value of the magnetic field on the axis of the system.

When Equation 88 is put into Equation B7, the result is

8- (rBZ/2) r + Bz z =Brr + Bz z(B)

where 81 dsz/dz. The constant of motion (Equation B6) is thus

[YA~ - (eBZ/2mo)r~J - constant (B-10)

o Equation 810 provides a very useful relationship for gyrotrwi bea design if

we evaluate r and 6 n terms of the geomtric parameters In the gyrotron

beam cross section shown in Figure 31. From thle ffiur the vector relation-

shipr +"a'gi ves

r2 b2 + a2 + 2ab cos $(-i

*If we divide the anle 0 In the Figure into constant and time varying parts,

O(t) go +, 01(t) (-i

Lsett
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0 we see that 0 01Q, where 0 can be obtained by differentiating

tan 91 a sin #/(b + a cos (B-13)

I with respect to time. The result is

OIcos2O1 - ((a2 + ba co )( a cos #) ;(B-14)

IThen, using cos 01 - (b + a cos#)/r and W C. we get from Equations

2j (a2 + ba Cos #)w~ -B15)

Equations B11 and 815 then provide the means to evaluate the constant of

motion in Equation M1. The result is

C A~ - (e8,22%)r 2] *z,/N" (a2 
- 2) (B-16)

where the cyclotron frequency wc has been replaced by eB2/inl and 8z is the

axial magnetic field at the position where the cross section rhown In

Figure 31 pertains.

If we aow evaluate the lefthmnd side of Equation 316 at the cathode where

i1, S a , ad r rc, nd the right hadside I the rf iterction

6region, end if we asam that AC 0 (&"VMeS negligible transverse thermal

velocity at the Cathe), W got

Bgt %02( at)

NOW ~ - - --



For ring cathodes such as those used in gyrotron agnetron Injection Guns

(NIGs), Equation B17 gives an extremely simple and important design relation-

ship Wtween cathode radius and cathode magnetic field. The equation holds

for cylindrically symmetric beam forming systems regardless of beam acceler-

ation and compression, and regardless of non-adiabatic effects. Note that

the relationship between rc and Bzc is fixed once the desired beam geometry

and field in the rf interaction region are fixed, and that Equation B17 can

be used as a design trade-off relationship in determining the size of the

cathode requi red.

Equation B16 can be used to demonstrate several additional properties of

cyclotron motion in beams. First, if the constant of motion is evaluated

at two 6 ,,'_rent points along a beam during magnetic compression we get

5B 1(b2 _ a2) - B2(b2-a2) (B-l8)

which can be rearranged as
2 2 2 2

3 1 b 1 3 2 b 2 82a2 B~a1 (B-19)

It is easy to show that under adiabatic compression of the beam the right-

* hand side of Equation B19 is zero since Ba2 is proportional to y2v21/B which

is conserved (conservation of magnetic momnt). Thus,

bllb2 al/a2 NOR (B-20)

WwreL2IB is the magetic compression factor for linr dimensions.

This shows that a Sroton boo maintains its relative cross-section geometry

* mder adiabatic mapetic compesien.

r . -,. ... ... , 5 4



A second interesting use for Equation B16 involves the non-adiabatic case of

stepped magnetic fields.

Returning to Equations B8 and B9, it is easy to show that stepped fields also

satisfy these relationships. A simple field step from BI to 62, for example,

can be described by

B2(z) -Bl(1-u)+B2u B21

it where

0 z 0

u(Z) 1/2; zO 0 22

; z >O

I is the Heaviside unit step function. Useful relationships involving the
S derivative of u(z) are given by

du/dz - S(z) aDirac delta function"*

ff(z)azdz f(O)
B23

Ju(z)a(z)dz u(0) - 1/2

For the stepped magnetic field given in Equation 821, it can be shown that

the relationships between AO and Bz given by Equations B8 and 89 still

hold true with Br being a delta function. When this is followed through

the derivation of equations 317 and 618, It Is found that these equations are

£ still valid. In equation 617, if there is no magnetic field at the cathode

U. S. Governmet Printi n fict INK* hIPe 1=6f

J- . 0. Jackson, Classical Electredynicss John Wley A Soins, Inc.,
Niw York, 19W,, pp 3-4.



so that Bzc 0, then bo a0 and upon entering a stepped magnetic field

* the electrons will oscillate through the z axis. Or, for field reversal

where Bzc - -90 and rc - a0, equation B17 gives bo a-0so that the beam

emerging from this field reversal spirals directly around the z axis

* at constant radius ao.

The equations of motion can be put into a more useful form for beam analysis

by assuming that the constant angular momentum of an electron is defined at

its cathode origin by the equation

moclc-er'B/2 3 *y1
2  (B24)

which gives

11c setcc' 2  C c (B25)

where occ is the cyclotron frequency at the cathode (0cc elzcmoYc). if

wthen assume that the trajectory proceeds through an acceleration regionItInto a drift region we#-0and A0 is given by equations 88 in terms of

Bzadr, the result is

F- A2 +oemyr~ (826)

A - 1/2 (eI%Y)r 2B2 U A4Trc 2  (827)

+' i/2 (0/mY)WBr2  0 (82)

whew' 6i *S/gi. Those equatioes held few' any variation of the magnetic

fild few' which equate N holds,, Includings stepped fields (eg.,



A final useful form of the equations comes from eliminating 9from

equations B26 and 528 using equation B27. After some algebra and use of the

relationship 7=vzdvzldz - (112)d(vz2)/dz we get

*r[((oy2) 2 - n2 (rc/r) 4J3

wc2- Oc(rc/r) 2

( where the cyclotron frequency, given by wc eaz/moy , carries the sign

and the z dependence of the axial magnetic field Bz.

Note that equation 831 can be integrated to give

Z2 z2

v4 v 2  (e/mOy)M~crc2 fB dz - (1/2)fj 2B'dzJ

For the case of a stepped field (Equation 821) Equation 832 gives the following

velocity change across the z - 0 boundary (assuming that 0 - 0 in Equation B25)

(vz1 2 - Vz22 -1/4(ulm 0-Y)
2 [r2(o)(B22 - B12) -2Bcrc

2(B2zBi)J

Here, r(o) is the radial position of the electron at z u0. Note that the

change in the z velocity depends on both the rc and r(o). Thus, an~y

spread in the radial positions of electrons at either the cathode source or

at the position of the field step causes a corresponding spread-in the

z velocities of the electrons. This has Important repercussions in gyrotron

beow design.
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APPENDIX C

DERIVATION OF ADIABATIC NIS DESIGN TRADE-OFF EQUATIONS

In this Appendix we provide additional details on the derivation of the

adiabatic NIES design trade-off equations given in Table 1. For convenience

we repeat this Table as Table CI in this appendiX. These equations are
written in a form to provide design valves for eight gun quantities as a

function Of a single variable -- cathode radius, rc. The remaining design

constraints (parameters) are combined into a set of design constants desig-

a"o as CB, CE, etc. The definitions of all variables are given in Part b

of the Table in the order of their appearanc, in the Table.

Eqaion1: Ca Cr c -j

Ibis equation is of such unique importanice that its derivation has beeon

£ ~Callre separately in the previous Appndx L

Eqwtieml: Ej'4Ct,',4

When a particle moyes throuigh a staic I ignetic MWel VNIA varies slowly

to, spae (c6mrad to the Stmem assttew VM* t m *ete o t)o
gom fluea hd or tim pwtuttolo t roamis easetmt. Trnefre 90

I. uti imsriet*u' ~ s te rWs oft" SW lb el.et in

zzz #":NowLTi m eipisgtgft~sfl w .

S~ ______ _____ ___111111_



TABLE C-T(a)

Design Trade-off Equations for Adiabatic Gyrotron NIGs

bc 1. BJ * 0 b; ao) E CB

3/2
E 3 Y0VI0 Ci

o c 0/cos(#c44s)E

3. d l-Lr 1 7 C ( _d

4. avr2 a CE ln(l4Cdcos~c)
a c cosoc ZC

(Ior5 2lrJc(l+Cdcos*c)o 2

(Tv 14.66(10 6)Cv cs#

a 6. (+. 1~~ .±ICT

aJU (A 2r/2 4Cl42R±C

Sb. .ic _N aC

$a. I~; 7- CC,

C-2

-Q-L



TALE C-(b)

Definition of Table la Variables (mks units)

rc N ean cathode radius

c Longitudinal magnetic field at the cathode

s- Nagnetic field In rf interaction region

bo  Final bean guiding center radius (central electrons)

Ao  Final cyclotron radius of electrons - Vjo/w

Ec - Surface electric field at midpoint of cathode

U Final beam relativistic mass ratio a m/%

10 - Final beam transverse velocity

c a Cathode angle with respect to axis (positive)

a agnaetic field angle WT axis at cathode (negative for convergingOB field)

d - Cathode-anode spacing measured normal to cathode

Ca Number of Larmour radii across cathode-anode gap (can be adjusted
for any desired anode voltage)

Va  a First anode voltage

10 - Total ben current

(o/L) - Ratio of bern current to space-charge limited Langwuir current

Jc w Cathode surface current density

02 w Cylindrical diode geometry function (tabulated in Appendix ,
Table CII). The argument of this function is (1 + Cd COSO.

(Av fva) * Standard deviation of transverse velocity spread in beam due to
T Initial themal velocities

kTc/M Boltzmann's constant x cathode twerature/electron mess

C(vA/v a Standard deviation of transverse, velocity spread In beow due to
cathode roughness

C R a Characteristic roughness height of cathode (radius of h Wispherical

bow on cathode s ace)

a jel/ - charge to Mes tio of eledrm.

(Islrc) - MatIo of slant length of Cathode to ams raes

S4' 4.- *~ - - . ~ 7 iUC-3 ~

- .-- .n..~- ~ -...'' .. ~.,.,4 A. L



wn the orbit radius is replaced by a v .L/at whorewc *(./.)BIY. the

resut isy 2v 2/S constant of motion

Equation 2 results tro, evaluating this constant at the cathode and in the

rf interaction region and equating the two. Using vc EcsinO /Bc and

Yc 1. this gives

Ec 3(Bc nIOElQB)(YVo/I01I2)

which can be put into final for. using *c a C~rc2 and GE8 v/"2-#c 4OB)

twhere CB, 4c and OB are defined in table CI(b)
* Equation 3: d a Cdrcl

The Larmour radius of electrons leaving the cathode Is given by ac v vcA c.

Using the definitions of viac and wc given above, this gives

2
ac aYcEcsinfj/Wc

which upon elimination of Ec and Bc using equations Iland 2 gives

* orc/(b - &)0,

Equation 3 results from the introduction of the arbitrary parameter Cmd/ac

which gives the cathode-anode gap length In units of Larmur radius at the

cathode. Sine C Is arbitrary, it can be wed a a meom ftr selecting the

desired anede voltag sine the constant Cd enters late equation 4.

C-4



Equation 4: Vai Cyrcj2

This equation comes from cylindrical electrode theory. The radial electric

field between two conducting coaxial cylinders of radii, rl and r2 respectively

(r2 > rl > 0) 1s gi ven by

Er = V0/r In Cr2/ri)

where V0 is the potential between the inner electrode and the outer electrode.

If we replace r in the equation with r I rc/cos +C and r2/r1 with
C

g ~ I +Cd/rc)cos #c we get an equation which approximates the electric

field at the surface of a cathode on the conical surface of an inner

electrode with a similar conical surface a distance d away acting as the anode.

C (A drawing of this configuration is given in Figure CU). The resulting

equation is

Ec V a Cos *c/Erc In (I + d cos 4ic/rc)J

The justification for this procedure is the fact that the curvature of a
Conical Surface With respect to a plane passing through a line normal to the

surface and perpendicular to the r - z plane, is given by the distance

from the surfaceeofthe conetothe axisalog the direction nomal to

the surface (r' in the figure CL.) The curvatUre of this surface along
C

with the distanc d ecress the ga to the ande of the voltage V& gives a

good approximation for the electric field at the surface of the con when

the distances involved ane inserted into cylindrical electrode theory.

7Me derineon of equation 4 requires only the additional stpof using
equtions t and 3 to eliiafte IC Sad d/rc.

C'S_-O -. --. ,77
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It is Important to note that the asymptotic form of the cylindrical

electrode equation for Ec as #C-o.uI2 is

Ec---Va/d

which is the field of planar diode with electrode separation d. Thus the

equation appears valid for cathode angles from 0 to /2.

Equation 5: (1o/1L) -CL rc5

To derive this equation for a conical electrode configuration it is necessary

to make some assumptions about the limiting Langeuir current ift the tilted

cathode-anode geometry. When cathode tilt is zero, the cylindrical diode

j equations apply, and when cathode tilt is 900, the planar diode equations

must be used. As will be shown, the equations derived approach these two

limiting forms.

We have assumed again that the radius of curvature at the cathode and the

distance across the cathode gap are the determining factors of the space

charge limited current. This seems Justified on the basis that the

f virtual cathode khich limits the current Is formed very close to the cathode

surface and is therefore primarily a function of the electric field which

exists at the cathode in the absence of space-charge. It Is also justified

by the fact that a reasonable approximation to the potential across the

cathode-anode gap can be obtained by replacing rc in cyclindricall electrode

theory by r' I ccac This has been verifled 1W Campering the resulting

potentials with thoe obtained by compte solution of Laplace's equation

In several NIB configuration. Accornly, the Lanpur limited current

for a tilted electrode system Is obtained from the Cyclindi'ical theo#7 by

s"mpY replasing rt With P1 atek

C-7

10 .'- 4



The equation for the space charge limited current per uit length In a

coaxial diode is given by*

JL - 14.66(10 4 )V 3 /2 (rO)

where rea -rc + d and p2 _ #2 (ra/rc) is a geometry dependent function of

ra/rc given in both series and tabulated forms in Table CI1*. In the
series expansion, the variable is given by aIn (ra/rc). To put the

cyclindrical and planar diode equations on a comarative basis we change
3L (amps/length) Into 3L (amps/area) by the relationship

We then replace rby r to got
c

JL-14.66(1O-)Va3/2cos2 #c/[w'2(1+d cO5c/rc)O(14d cos~/r)(mps/m2)

If we compare this with the current density limit In a planar diode JO

4 a 2.334(106) V a3/2/d2  (ams/n 2

C ~we find that

*C--"'1/ 2 limit (J /00) a1

where we use thme limiting termn for g( (1I

12(1+ )--42

Thus* J has the proper limiting form for *c '0 and 4c a . SA we
believe that it provides a reasonable maur of thme limiting current for

all angles in betv en.

* * 1. Las".ir and K. S. Modgett, Cwruts ULmd t IVaceCharge
tblom CMaxia 4ltnden PMvsta klss Soima 2, Vol 2,
po 847-386s ft IM

A,



TABL C-11

Evaluation of the function D2 in the cylindrical diode equation.
(From Langmulr arid Blodgett, 1923)

(a) 0

2 -. 40 +0.10
+ .016667 + .0tAOAA7

4 - .01424242 + .0414241
5 + .oN?97s + .INUM1729
f. - .US0f.112" .1 .GNNwI12kI4TA%
7 +I .UmmmJ~4ft #- 162 IXI@4

9 +.4b29SX10 4  -H.7E1MIXI"~
10 J.941UX20 -I.93s41,II0"I

12 -7.1101 X040 +9.451 XI"
Is +2.9464 XI" +4.7011 XI"~
14 +1.3m8 xli" -G.AIL" Xli

Cobs .rm mgu my ir .
sp &PihU to dwwut p b o~ut cuti. >Ill.

V/PWbft o (-Dr V/6b or/ 9'd-?(b) 066521.

1.01 .63Ut .4's 7.0 .311 11?7
1:6 .04 MmI 7.1 .W04 122.45
I.0 .661 .0021 :: A910 2.

2.20 .96" 0.0.JOA
1.11 .9.5 11.101
2.2 Ma .E10 .72 6.1
13 :4US .0210 22. SAei SU
3.4 .0m1 J"05 14. aI-o 656

1.A 30. 1:69a tS~M

2.2 1.. t 1A

h :U112114

5.4 4.

4.4 I

4:44



The final design relationship Is obtained by taking the ratio

(to/ 1L) (J/U

where CL is determined by using equations 3 and 4 to eliminate Va and d from

* the equation.

Equaio6: (/v)T± C T rI

This equation Is derived utilizing the mean transverse thermal velocity at the

cathode given by Avjc + (kTc/%)1/Z and the adiabatic conservation of the

transverse velocity spread W(&vjv). This latter conservation theorem can

be demtontrated by noting that for adiabatic beam flow, transverse velocities

transform from inoptic, field region I to magnetic field region 2 according

to the relationship

If v is the only variable in this expression, then forming the ratio Av1/v1

loads inedflately to the result

An estimate of the velocity spread in the final beam Is therefore obtained

by evaluating the spvea at the cathode. The result

CM. be put inte fina farm by using equation 1 and I to eliminate %c and Ec

respectively. b6 rowiftt hee that this troa-off equation only holds for

........

mBe



adiabatic flow through the acceleration region of the gun. Experience thus

far with coputer simulations shows that non-adiabatic ef fects can easily

produce a factor of 50% error in the estimate. No physical measurements

exist except as described In the SoWet work In Appendix A.

Equation L 7 jv~ta jr'/

* The approach to the derivation of equation 7 is identical to that of equation

6 except that the transverse velocity at the cathode due to surface roughness

Is taken from an analysis by Wairing (1972). Tstirng has analysed the

velocity spread in electrons emitted from the surface of a small hemispher-

ical bwV of raius R on the surface of a planar cathode. f
The result I s 0.(Zeqainb c Ein*U adetw.

Mere 11 a Oft Division o hseuto yvL c~OB8 n lat

atie* of Ic and h gives the trade-off eqution show as equation 7 in

Table C1 (a).

Equstie 8: 1~ a or(fr)

Thms tw expressies awe sieply alterative forms of the relationships

betism eppus 1, ciergat densIty 4,O aNd t"e slant lemgh of the cathode

rla slas 14690 Is normlilad to the Cathode NadiW as a aMveuIeSe in

tfbthe pueteusl ofrve aqu Oattegoftams.


